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Brand
Protection
in the
Social
Media
Frontier
By Joseph M. Pappafotis & Matthew E. Fischer
Your client’s primary brand has just been
hijacked! This is not about some poorly made,
“Swoosh” emblazoned shoes from parts
unknown. A third party has actually registered
your client’s primary trademark on Facebook
or Twitter. Moreover, they are disseminating
information that is not just opposite of the
company position, it is patently false.
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Just about every relevant description
of the impact of social media and the
internet on personal interaction and
the business world has become cliché.
In an effort to avoid hyperbole, we will
let the numbers speak for themselves
– 2008 to 2009 year over year growth
rates for Twitter and Facebook, as measured by Nielsen Online, are 1382 percent and 228 percent respectively.
As with any new technology, social
media presents legal challenges that, in
a narrow sense, were not contemplated
when the current laws were enacted.
Although these new challenges are
faced on myriad fronts, brand owners
are one of the groups disproportionately affected by the social media explosion. This article focuses on the challenges social media and user-generated
content presents for brand owners, as
well as strategies to effectively resolve
or prevent potential problems.

Technical Terms
and Explanations
Part of the analysis in this article hinges on domain names and how they
are protected – sometimes as trademarks – under the law. A basic primer
on social media and domain names
is necessary to better understand the
forthcoming analysis.
Depending on who you ask, the
term “social media” has been around
since the mid-1990’s or the early part
of this decade. In the macro sense,
social media refers to websites and
internet applications where the core
component is user-generated content that can be updated in real-time.
Another key characteristic is that most
social media platforms allow users to
choose unique identifiers or screen
names to identify themselves to other
users. The username usually appears
as some part of a subdomain in the
6
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URL for each user’s page.
Internet users locate specific websites on the internet by entering unique
Uniform Resources Locators (commonly referred to as “URL’s”) into the
address line on their web browsing
program. Each URL is made up of
several unique parts in this order: protocol – secondary Level Domain Name
(sTLD) – generic Top Level Domain
(gTLD) or sometimes an international
country code. Also, websites with even
minor levels of complexity have what
are called subdomains. Subdomains
are sequenced after the entirety of the
primary web address, and direct users
to individual pages “within” the primary website.
In order to put social media and
domain names in context, observe
the following example: in the URL
www.facebook.com/underarmour,
the word “facebook” is an example
of a sTLD, “.com” is the gTLD, and
“underarmour” is a subdomain.

Problems Faced
by Brand Owners
Most commonly brand owners will
face a situation similar to the following. At some point, someone in marketing or another part of the organization will decide that the organization
should have a greater presence on
social media. Alternatively, someone
will discover that a third party has
possession of a username, usually on
a popular social media site such as
Twitter or Facebook, which is a registered mark of the organization. In
either case, the organization will be
faced with the situation that a third
party has claimed a username which
uniquely identifies the company, most
likely the actual company name or a
high-profile product.
Many organizations and compa-

nies will face this dilemma. However,
social media sites, whether dealing
with trademark claims or copyright
violations, tend to follow the takedown procedures laid out in the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act. If the third
party is attempting to impersonate an
individual from the organization or
pass himself off as a representative of
the company, then most social media
sites will take down the offending
account shortly after being notified.
This has especially been true since
Tony LaRussa filed suit against Twitter
for failing to remove an account of
an individual who was impersonating
him. Similar easy success can occur
when a third party registrant utilizes a
logo or some other proprietary design.
A simple email notification will usually result in an offending account being
terminated and removed.
Problems have arisen, however,
when an offending username is not
clearly violating internal terms of service. In this instance, Company A has
discovered that its company name
has been claimed by a third party on
Twitter. The company name is a registered trademark and clearly fits all
other necessary criteria for registered
marks. A notification is sent, Twitter
responds by saying that the username
in question does not violate their terms
of service, and then offers to contact the
third party to see if an agreement can
be reached.
All future attempts at communication with Twitter then are either
ignored or simply repeat the original
response. Company A is then faced
with attempting to negotiate with a
third party who may or may not
respond, filing suit against Twitter, or
waiting with the hope that the offending username will go inactive for the
requisite time period and Twitter will
then cancel the account.
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Domain Name Theory
as Resolution to Social
Media Disputes
The apparent similarity between domain
names and user names on social media
sites is compelling. Both direct internet
users to unique locations on the internet that provide user generated content. For example, www.coca-cola.com,
http://twitter.com/CocaCola, and
http://www.facebook.com/cocacola
are the internet addresses for the official
Coca-Cola website, Twitter page, and
Facebook page respectively.
Forget for a moment that Coca-Cola
is one of the most recognized brands
in the known universe. Ignore also the
trademark savvy gaggle of in-house
counsel. If a competitor registers the
URL www.coca-cola.com, Coke has
available, in addition to more traditional trademark actions, two remedies unique to the internet: suit under
the Anti-Cyber Squatting Protection
Act (“ACPA”) and arbitration under
the Uniform Domain Name Dispute
Resolution Policy (“UDRP”).
All domain name registrants of .com,
.net, .biz, and .org gTLDs agree to arbitration under the UDRP. The trademark
owner needs to show the arbitrator (or
occasionally arbitration panel) three
things in order to recover the domain
name: (1) the domain name in question
is identical or confusingly similar to
the owner’s mark; (2) the domain name
registrant has no right to or legitimate
interest in the contested domain name;
and (3) the registrant registered and/or
is using the domain name in bad faith.
If a trademark owner loses its arbitration, it may still bring a lawsuit under
the ACPA.
The ACPA is codified as part of the
Lanham Act at 15 U.S.C. § 1125(d).
Under the ACPA, the trademark
owner needs to prove: (1) the mark
is valid; (2) the website owner reg8
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istered the domain name with bad
faith intent to profit from the mark;
(3) the mark was distinctive when the
domain name was registered; and (4)
the domain name is identical or confusingly similar to the mark.
Both the UDRP and the ACPA can
be powerful remedies for brand owners faced with domain squatters or
brand hijackers. However, it appears
unlikely that either remedy is of much
use to a trademark owner with a dispute against a social media user.
First, the congressional history of
the ACPA indicates a clear intent that
the definition of domain name specifically exclude things like usernames
and screen names. At this juncture,
the “squatting” quandary with social
media is based heavily around misappropriation of brands via the creation
of fake Facebook or Twitter accounts.
Second, and in all likelihood more
clearly, the UDRP and ACPA govern
disputes over sTLDs registered with
a domain name registrar. The unique
subdomains on social media sites are
user-created content and are not registered with a domain name registrar.
Therefore, it is unlikely that they implicate either the ACPA or the UDRP.

Terms of Service Remedies
As noted above, the simplest and most
effective approach for dealing with an
infringing mark is to go directly to the
terms of service and related policies
of social media sites. Twitter has continued to evolve its terms of service as
problems such as impersonation and
infringement have continued to grow.
Attorneys should reference not only a
site’s terms of service, but also additional policies and procedures.
For sites like Twitter, this can involve
several different and sometimes overlapping policies. In general, these poli-

cies will provide instruction for lodging of various kinds of complaints and
the information requested to accompany such complaints. However, specific remedies dealing with a variety of
situations can be found. These usually
include take down of the offending
username, consultation with a third
party who inadvertently acquired the
mark as a username, and transfer of
control of the username.

Tiffany v. Ebay –
How to Notify
Another point of practice to remember is that the owner of the mark
has the duty to notify third party
sites that are displaying infringing
material. As noted above, the DMCA
specifically applies to copyright, but
the procedures have been extended in practice to instances involving
trademark violations. Social media
sites are basically innocent infringers
until they possess knowledge of the
infringement activity.
In practice this means a mark owner
has to notify a social media site when
infringement is occurring. While
Tiffany v. Ebay 576 F.Supp.2d 463
(S.D.N.Y. 2008) involves a number of
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be cumbersome. When a brand
owner fails to first register its
brand on a social media site, it
runs the risk of losing the ability to use that particular name or
address all together.

complicated issues, including definitions of what constitutes “use in commerce,” the decision indicates that a
blanket cease-and-desist letter to Ebay
or other sites is insufficient. As is the
case with the DMCA, owners of marks
have to inform third party websites of
particular instances of infringement.
This requirement places a heavier burden on mark owners to monitor various sites for infringement.

Best Practices
1.

10

Have a policy and a plan.
Organizations need to make a
business decision about how third
party owners of their trademarks
on social media sites should be
treated. Will a strict approach
requiring the taking of all possible
steps to prohibit third party ownership be followed or does the
Maryland Bar Journal
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3.

Remain vigilant. It never hurts to
know which names, if any, have
been registered by third parties,
and where. Websites like www.
knowem.com provide an easy way
to search large numbers of social
media sites quickly. However,
part of the organizational policy
should include independent monitoring of social media sites of particular interest to your business or
organization.

4.

Include a provision in an organization’s social media policy.
Many businesses are just finalizing formal policies. Clients should
be advised to place a provision
about not registering the company’s name. All too often employees register the offending usernames, especially in the instances
of “negative marks.”

5.

Always look to the Terms of
Service first. Much of the law
involved with these situations
is evolving and subject to broad
interpretation. It is much easier
to submit a complaint to a social
media site about an offending
user name citing the site’s own
Terms of Service as opposed to
quoting cases and statute.

organization want to work with
third parties as “brand ambassadors?” A middle approach can
also be followed.
2.

Preempt with defensive registration. Organizations desiring
a stricter control of their marks
should seek registration on social
media sites of marks as well as
possible misspellings and “negative marks,” i.e., disparaging
marks. Care should be taken to
follow the Terms of Service of
social media sites which either
prohibit corporate registration or
restrict commercial activity on a
particular site. Additionally, even
though a brand owner may be
successful in stopping an infringement by getting a social media site
to take down a page, the transfer process, if it exists at all, can

Mr. Pappafotis is a law clerk in the Circuit
Court for Baltimore City. He may be
reached at jmpappafotis@gmail.com.
Mr. Fischer is an associate in the
Washington law firm Katten Muchin
Rosenman, LLP and concentrates in intellectual property issues. He may be reached
at matthew.fischer@kattenlaw.com.
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Avoiding
Joint Pain:
Treatment of Joint Works
of Authorship Conditions
By E. Scott Johnson
Copyrightable works of authorship include a broad array
of subject matter, from poetry to computer programs,
motion pictures to compilations of data. In copyright parlance, the creator of a copyrightable work is its “author,”
whether poet, computer programmer, film director or
principal investigator. Copyright protection subsists from
the moment an original work of authorship is fixed in a
tangible medium of expression and ownership initially
vests in the author, irrespective of whether the author is a
natural person or a legal entity (statutory author) employing the persons who create the work within the scope of
their employment.
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A “joint work of authorship” is
a work prepared by two or more
authors with the intention that their
contributions will be merged into
inseparable or interdependent parts
of a unitary whole. “Inseparable”
applies when individual contributions are blended (e.g., computer
programs), while “interdependent”
refers to works with separable elements (e.g., lyrics and music). While
various circumstances can give rise to
joint copyright ownership, this article
is intended to help the practitioner in
the treatment of several painful conditions associated with joint ownership resulting from joint authorship.
Joint authors need not work
together or concurrently, but all must
intend that their contributions will
be merged with another’s work to
create a unitary whole. This is apparent when a composer and lyricist
collaborate. However, a lyricist who
writes lyrics with the intention that
they will eventually be set to music
also has the requisite intent, even if
the composer is not yet indentified.
Once the words are set to music, a
joint work of authorship results.
To secure the benefits of joint
ownership based on authorship, a
putative joint author must contribute
authorship, and not merely funding
(though a financier cannot qualify for
joint authorship status, it may have
rights under a partnership theory,
e.g., where the work is deemed a
partnership asset). While it is clear
that authorship must be more than
de minimis, there is ongoing debate
about the nature of the authorship
required to credit a joint author’s contribution. The prevailing view is that
a joint author’s contribution must be
independently copyrightable.
The minority view, long championed by Professor Nimmer (this
14
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author concurs), is that a contribution of more than de minimus authorship should be credited even if not
independently copyrightable, if the
collaborators intend a joint work.
The legislative history of the joint
works provision does not mention
an “independently copyrightable”
requirement, only the intent of the
creators to create a unitary work.
Nevertheless, the Second and Ninth
Circuits have long required that a
putative joint author’s contribution
be “independently copyrightable,”
while the Seventh Circuit has more
recently followed Nimmer’s view in
Gaiman v. McFarlane, 360 F.3d 644
(7th Cir. 2004).
Joint authors need not make equal
contributions. Thus, if two programmers collaborate to write a computer
program, each programmer owns an
undivided 50 percent interest in the
program, even if one writes 90 percent of the code and the other only
10 percent. This is one of the socalled default rules under the U.S.
Copyright Act, which applies if no
contract or other legal relationship
(e.g., employment) exists. The default
ownership allocation can be varied
by written contract.
If the programmers are employees
and computer programming is within the scope of their employment, the
program would not be a joint work
but a work-made-for-hire for their
employer, the statutory author and
thus copyright owner. However, if
the programmers are independent
contractors, the rights secured by the
hiring party are derived solely from
its contract with the programmers.
Without a written contract, or with a
contract that does not address copyright ownership, ownership is not
conveyed, due to the statute of frauds
provision in the U.S. Copyright Act.

In that case, the programmers
retain copyright, and the hiring party
would secure only an implied license
to use the computer program under
the programmers’ copyright, with its
rights otherwise circumscribed by the
scope of that implied license and the
programmers’ retention of copyright
ownership. Absent an agreement precluding such actions, each programmer is free to use, and to issue nonexclusive licenses permitting third
parties to use the joint work, subject
only to a duty to account to the other
programmer for her pro-rata share
of profits. The default rules can be
problematic where one joint author
grants a non-exclusive “free” license,
producing no profits to account to the
other joint owners.
The U.S. Copyright Act provides
that each co-author owns an undivided interest in the entire work. For
example, where lyrics and music are
intended to be joined at the time they
are created, the lyricist and composer
each have an undivided interest in
the entire work. When instrumental versions produce revenues (e.g.,
elevator music), the lyricist is entitled
to share in those revenues, just as the
composer is entitled to share in revenues derived from the lyrics alone
(e.g., print posters).
Consent of all joint owners is
required to issue an exclusive license,
because it would preclude further
issuance of non-exclusive licenses
by the joint owners. Another limitation on the issuance of licenses by
a joint owner is the prohibition on
licenses that would cause the destruction of the copyright. Just what, in a
given industry, could be construed
as “destroying” a copyright creates
opportunities for disputes.
For example, if a co-author permits
a joint work to be licensed under a
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Creative Commons license, for no compensation, could that be construed as
destroying the value of the copyright?
While a joint author is accountable to
the other joint authors for their prorata share of profits from licensing a
joint work, a joint author may assign
her entire interest without any obligation to share with her co-authors the
revenues received in consideration of
that assignment. This can lead to some
creative deal-making.
The rights of joint copyright owners under the U.S. Copyright Act
are not followed by all countries.
Thus, a domestic licensee securing a
non-exclusive license from less than
all of the joint owners of copyright
may rely on U.S. copyright law when
exploiting the work in the United
States. But if the work is intended for
international distribution, consent of
all the joint owners is necessary.
One of the exclusive rights controlled by a copyright owner is the
right to prepare “derivative works”
based on the copyrighted work. If
a derivative work satisfies modest
originality requirements and does
not infringe the underlying work, it is
separately copyrightable, and absent
an agreement to the contrary, copyright in the new authorship embodied in the derivative work is owned
by its author(s). Because each joint
author has the right to use the joint
work, absent an agreement to the
contrary, each may create derivative
works based on the joint work without infringing the other joint authors’
copyright. A derivative work created
by a joint author can cause pain for
the other joint authors of the underlying work because, absent intent to
create a new joint work, copyright in
such a derivative work is owned by
its author and not by the owners of
the underlying joint work.
16
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Creating a derivative work does
not divest the joint authors of ownership in the underlying joint work; the
derivative work copyright extends
only to the new matter added by
its author. In the case of our computer programmers, each joint author
could create derivative programs
based on the joint work, and each
would own the copyright in the new
matter embodied in such derivative
programs, even though ownership
of the underlying program would
remain with the joint authors. This is
a knotty area because of the persistent duty to account to joint authors
for exploitation of the joint work.
Valuing the underlying joint work
for the purpose of allocating revenues from exploitation of a derivative work creates significant opportunity for controversy. The preventative treatment for this painful condition is a collaboration agreement
between the joint authors, providing
rules governing exploitation of the
joint work, including preparation of
derivative works, authorship credits
and allocation of ownership interests
if unequal.
Because joint owners are entitled to
share in profits derived from exploitation of a joint work, conflicting
authorship claims are not uncommon. Several generations of copyright lawyers have counseled clients to avoid the “unintended joint
author” problem, by securing copyright assignments (or, in appropriate cases, work-for-hire agreements)
when engaging consultants, editors,
arrangers, computer programmers,
and other contractors that perform
supporting roles in the creation of
copyrightable works.
The unintended joint author problem has been alleviated to a degree
by cases emphasizing the significance

of intent of the primary or original
author(s) at the time a putative coauthor was engaged. One of the leading cases is the “Rent” case, Thomson
v. Larson, 147 F.3d 195 (2d Cir. 1998).
Lynn Thomson was engaged by
playwright Jonathan Larson, to assist
Larson in improving his play Rent.
Thomson was engaged as a sort of
“play doctor” for a fee and billing
credit as the play’s “Dramaturge.”
Larson died during the final dress
rehearsal, and Rent went on to rave
reviews. It was widely acknowledged
that Thomson’s work had improved
the play considerably. Thomson
sought additional compensation from
Larson’s heirs, claiming it was what
Larson “would have wanted.” When
her expectations were not met, she
sued Larson’s estate.
The Court found that Thomson had
contributed lyrics and other potentially independently copyrightable
work. No written contract assigned
copyright to Larson Elaborating on
its prior holding in Childress v. Taylor,
945 F.2d 500 (2d Cir. 1991), concerning the importance of each co-author’s
intention at the time her work was
created, the Second Circuit found
it significant that Larson “retained
and intended to retain at all times,
sole decision-making authority as to
what went into [Rent].” The Court
also viewed the manner in which the
parties billed or credited themselves
as significant indicia of whether the
parties intended a co-authorship relationship. Thomson argued that the
“Dramaturge” credit on the copyright
page of the play’s script was significant, and the Court agreed but came
to a different conclusion, finding that
such billing unequivocally supported
its conclusion that no joint authorship
was intended by Larson: “every script
brought to [Court’s] attention says

‘Rent, by Jonathan Larson.’” Quoting
Childress, the Court cautioned “[c]are
must be taken ... to guard against the
risk that a sole author is denied exclusive authorship status simply because
another person render[s] some form
of assistance.”
Thomson argued that, if she was
not a joint author of Rent, she must be
a sole author with “all the rights of a
sole author with respect to her own
contribution.” Because the District
Court had not ruled on this issue, the
Second Circuit declined to address
it. But a variant of this issue was
the focus of a 2004 case, Ulloa v.
Universal Music, 303 F. Supp. 2d 409
(S.D.N.Y. 2004).
In Ulloa v. Universal Music, the dispute focused on Jay Z’s “Izzo” rap
song, which included a counter-melody created and spontaneously sung
by the plaintiff, Ms. Ulloa, when she
heard an early mix of the recording at
Samuel Barnes’s recording studio. Ms.
Ulloa initially recorded the countermelody at Mr. Barnes’s suggestion for
possible use in “Izzo.” No terms for
the use of her recorded performance
or authorship of the counter-melody
were discussed, only the possibility
of receiving credit as vocalist and
appearing on the music video. Ms.
Ulloa’s recorded vocal performance
of the counter-melody was embedded in Jay Z’s recording of “Izzo” and
commercially released by the defendant record company. The defendant
remitted a union scale payment to
Ms. Ulloa as session fee for her studio
work as a singer, but left unanswered
her questions about her copyright
ownership, and terms of an agreement
to use her performance.
Ms. Ulloa sued, and claimed, among
other things, that she was a joint
author and owner of “Izzo.” Citing
Larsen and Childress, the court grant-

ed Universal’s Motion for Summary
Judgment on this issue because Ms.
Ulloa offered no evidence that Jay
Z ever intended to share authorship. However, the Court declined
to find the separate counter-melody
unoriginal as a matter of law and
dismissed Universal’s argument that
Ms. Ulloa’s conduct gave rise to an
implied license.
The Court noted that an implied
license will be found only “in single
‘narrow’ circumstances where one
party ‘created a work at the [other’s]
request and handed it over, intending
that [the other] copy and distribute
it.’” Finding no agreement permitting the defendant to use Ms. Ulloa’s
recorded performance, no implied
license could be construed. The Court
further held that even if Ms. Ulloa’s
conduct created an implied license,
the license had been terminated prior

to filing the suit, and Ms. Ulloa was
entitled to damages for copyright
infringement.
Larson and Ulloa demonstrate that
even though creative contributors
may be unable to establish intent sufficient to qualify for joint authorship
status, without an agreement conveying copyright in the contributed
material, or defining the scope of a
license, use of contributed material
may constitute copyright infringement or at best result in a dispute
over the scope of an implied license.
The best cure for this painful condition is an agreement addressing intellectual property ownership and/or
license terms signed by each creative
participant during the development
of a work. Had Jay Z simply made
a deal with Ms. Ulloa at the time the
recording was made, litigation over
an unintended joint authorship claim
May 2010
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would have been avoided.
In the recent decision Janky v. Lake
County Convention and Visitors Bureau,
576 F.3d 356 (7th Cir. 2009), authorship credit was a key factor in establishing intent to create a joint work of
authorship. Janky was a songwriter
who challenged a putative co-author’s
right to issue a non-exclusive license
to the defendant, Visitor’s Bureau.
Visitor’s Bureau maintained that it
had properly used the song under a
non-exclusive license issued by the
song’s co-author, Henry Farag.
Janky testified that Farag’s contributions had accounted for only 10
18
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percent of the lyrical content of the
song. Janky originally filed a copyright application naming Farag as coauthor, but later filed another copyright application “correcting” the
earlier registration, omitting Farag’s
name, and listing herself as the sole
author. Janky testified that she placed
Farag on the original application “as
an indication of [her] gratitude ...
and to demonstrate that [she] appreciated every little bit of support.”
Farag testified that his lyrical changes
were significant and that he had also
made revisions to the song’s melody.
The Court concluded that Janky and

Farag each intended to create a joint
work and that each had contributed
independently copyrightable material, noting that “crediting another person as a co-author is strong evidence
of intent to create a joint work.”
Mary Blige made news in a 2007
case involving the extinguishment
of infringement claims based on retroactive licensing by a joint author.
In Davis v. Blige, 505 F.3d 90 (2d Cir.
2007), the plaintiff alleged that she
co-authored a song performed by
Mary J. Blige with a third party and
sued for copyright infringement. The
defendants asserted that the third-

party co-author had orally agreed to
transfer his ownership rights to one
of the defendants before Ms. Blige
recorded the song and retroactively
transferred his rights in writing after
the suit had been filed.
The Second Circuit, however, held
that this retroactive written transfer from a third-party to a defendant could not extinguish the plaintiff’s infringement claims against
the defendant because it violates the
basic principles of tort and contract
law and copyright law policies, and
that the written transfer could not
ratify the previous unenforceable
oral transfer. Although this Second
Circuit case demonstrates that a retroactive license from a co-author does
not extinguish another co-author’s
vested claims to copyright infringement, this case does not prevent a
co-author from granting prospective
licenses that would defeat other coauthors’ future claims of copyright
infringement, again illustrating the
value of a written agreement between
co-authors.
Because joint authorship claims
typically arise after a work has
become successful, and can be costly
to defend or settle, it is advisable
to secure copyright assignments,
or work-for-hire agreement where
appropriate, with all participants in
the creation of a work of authorship, at the earliest possible time. As
between joint authors, a well-crafted
collaboration agreement entered into
at the outset of the creative process
can prevent painful application of
the default rules applicable to joint
works of authorship under U.S. copyright law.
Mr. Johnson is Chair of the Baltimore law
firm Ober|Kaler’s Intellectual Property
Practice Group. He may be reached at
johnson@ober.com
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In a much anticipated decision, in August 2009,
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
in In re Bose Corp., 580 F3d 1240, 91 USPQ2d 1938
(Fed. Cir. 2009), revived the fraud standard that had
been eviscerated by the 2003 Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board’s (“TTAB” or the “Board”) decision in Medinol v. Neuro
Vasx, Inc., 67 USPQ2d 1205 (TTAB 2003). The Court in Bose held
that a trademark registration or application is obtained fraudulently “only if the applicant or registrant knowingly makes a
false, material representation with the intent to deceive the
Patent Trademark Office (PTO).” In re Bose, at 1245.
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In doing so, the Federal Circuit
overturned Medinol, a maligned decision where the TTAB held that it was
fraud for an applicant or registrant to
file a declaration of use of a mark on
goods or services when the applicant
or registrant “knew or should have
known” that the mark was not in use
with every good or service listed. The
Medinol decision essentially downgraded the fraud standard from one
where specific intent was required
to strict liability where any misstatement would subject a registration to
cancellation regardless of intent.

ment was occasioned by an “honest” misunderstanding, inadvertence,
negligent omission or the like, rather
than one made with a willful intent to
deceive. 5 USPQ2d 1628, 1634 (TTAB
1988). See also, Smith Int’l, Inc. v. Olin
Corp., 209 USPQ 1033, 1044 (TTAB
1981) (concluding that fraud must be
proven by clear and convincing evidence with no room for speculation,
inference or surmise and that any
doubt must be resolved against the
charging party).

Pre-Medinol Fraud
in the TTAB

Despite this history of mandating a
high fraud threshold, in Medinol the
Board reversed course. In that case,
the Board held that “a trademark
applicant commits fraud in procuring
a registration when it makes material
representations of fact in its declaration which it knows or should know
to be false or misleading.” Medinol
at 1209 (emphasis added). The Board
thus downgraded fraud to a negligence standard.
In the Medinol case, the trademark
owner filed a statement of use stating that its mark was used on all
the goods listed in the application,
that is, neurological stents and catheters. However, it had only used
the mark on neurological catheters,
and not stents. The opposing party
alleged that the registrant had committed fraud in procuring its registration because the mark had not
been used in connection with stents.
The trademark owner argued that
the statement of use of the mark in
connection with both goods was an
innocent oversight because the owner
had overlooked that the Notice of
Allowance included “stents” in addi-

As any law student learns, at common
law, to prove fraud, one must show
that the perpetrator of the fraud had
a culpable mind. An innocent misstatement could not satisfy the intent
to deceive requirement of a fraud
claim. Following the well-entrenched
common law fraud standards, prior
to the Board’s 2003 Medinol decision,
the Board and the Federal Circuit
required an intent to deceive to
prove fraud.
The Federal Circuit repeatedly
made clear that an intent to mislead must be present to prove that a
trademark registration was obtained
fraudulently. See, e.g. L.D. Kichler Co.
v. Davoil, Inc., 192 F.3d 1349, 1351-52
(Fed. Cir. 1999); Metro Traffic Control,
Inc. v. Shadow Network Inc., 104 F.3d
336,340 (Fed. Cir. 1997); Torres v.
Cantine Torresella S.r.l., 808 F.2d 46, 48
(Fed. Cir. 1986). For example, in First
International Services Corp. v. Chuckles
Inc., the Board acknowledged that
a false statement did not necessarily
amount to a fraudulent statement if it
could be shown that the false state22
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The Medinol
Fraud Standard

tion to catheters.
However, the Board cancelled the
registration and held that “respondent’s knowledge that its mark was
not in use on stents – or its reckless
disregard for the truth – is all that is
required to establish intent to commit fraud in the procurement of a
registration.” Medinol, at 1210. Thus,
the Board found fraud with no intent
to deceive, merely that the trademark
owner should have known better.
Subsequent to the decision in
Medinol, the Board regularly applied
the “knew or should have known”
standard and found fraud in connection with the submission of use
affidavits even where the registrant denied its intent to deceive the
PTO. For example, in Hachette
Fillipacchi Presse v. Elle Belle, LLC, 85
USPQ2d 1090 (TTAB 2007), the Board
granted summary judgment to the
petitioner and cancelled the registration even though the registrant
denied any intent to deceive the PTO.
Specifically, the person who signed
the statement of use for the registrant
stated that English was not his native
language and that he continued to
have difficulty with the language and
thus did not clearly understand what
he signed.
Thus, the registrant argued that
it was unaware that the application alleged use as to all the listed
goods and not only with respect to
some of the goods. See also, Grand
Canyon West Ranch, LLC v. Hualapai
Tribe, 88 USPQ2d 1501 (TTAB 2008);
Herbaceuticals, Inc. v. Xel Herbaceuticals,
Inc., 86 USPQ2d 1572 (TTAB 2008);
Sinclair Oil Corp. v. Kendrick, 85
USPQ2d 1032 (TTAB 2007); Hurley
Int’l LLC v. Volta, 82 USPQ2d 1339
(TTAB 2007); Standard Knitting, Ltd.
v. Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha, 77

USPQ2d 1917 (TTAB 2006); Turbo
Sportswear, Inc. v. Marmot Mountain
Ltd., 77 USPQ2d 1152 (TTAB 2005).
As a result of the application of
“should have known” test for fraud,
the Board no longer made a fact-specific inquiry into the state of mind to
determine whether the declarant had
any intent to deceive the USPTO. Not
surprisingly, the Medinol decision was
not well-received among trademark
owners. At least one court would not
apply the Medinol standard. See Urban
Outfitters, Inc. v. BCBG Max Azria
Group, Inc., 2007 WL 2463379 (E.D.Pa.
Aug. 24, 2007); The Ritz Hotel, Ltd. v.
Shen Manufacturing Co., Inc., 2007 WL
1578059 (E.D.Pa. June 4, 2009) (fraud
in the procurement of a trademark
registration “required proof of a
registrant’s actual knowledge of or
belief in the falsity of a submission to
the PTO.”).

The In re Bose Corp.
Fraud Standard
Bose Corporation owned an incontestable trademark registration for
the mark WAVE for “radios, clock
radios, audio tape recorders and
players, portable radio and cassette
recorder combinations, compact
stereo systems and portable compact disc players.” U.S. Trademark
Registration No. 1,633,789. Based
on this registration, Bose opposed
the application of Hexawave, Inc.
for the mark HEXAWAVE (Serial
No. 76304063) for various electronic
goods. See U.S. Trademark Opposition
No. 91157315.
Hexawave asserted a counterclaim
seeking to cancel Bose’s WAVE registration for fraud since Bose had
renewed its registration for all of the
goods listed in the registration and

Hexawave alleged that Bose knew
the mark was no longer used in connection with audio tape recorders
and players under the mark. During
the testimony period, Bose’s general
counsel testified that he believed that
Bose’s continued repair of audio tape
recorders and players, and the shipment of those repaired goods under
the WAVE mark did constitute use of
the mark even though Bose was not
making any new audio tape recorders and players.
Nonetheless, the Board held that
Bose had committed fraud. It found
that the General Counsel was unreasonable in believing that repairing
and shipping the goods constituted use in commerce when he knew
that Bose was no longer selling these
goods. Accordingly, the Board held
that Bose had fraudulently maintained its registration and ordered
that it be cancelled in its entirety.
Bose appealed to the Federal
Circuit, which overturned the Board’s
decision and reversed Medinol. In re
Bose Corp., 580 F3d 1240, 91 USPQ2d

1938 (Fed. Cir. 2009). The Federal
Circuit held that fraud occurs when
an applicant or registrant knowingly
makes a false, material representation
with the intent to deceive the PTO. In
re Bose, 91 USPQ2d at 1941. It further
held that the evidence for finding an
intent to deceive must be clear and
convincing and that the standard is
stricter than that for negligence. Id.
“By equating ‘should have known’
of the falsity with a subjective intent,
the Board erroneously lowered the
fraud standard to a simple negligence
standard.” The Federal Circuit additionally held that there is no fraud if
the false representation is occasioned
by an honest misunderstanding or in
advertence without a willful intent
to deceive. Id. at 1942 citing Smith
Int’l Inc. v. Olin Corp., 209 USPQ
1033, 1043 (TTAB 1981). Finally, any
doubts must be resolved against the
party alleging the fraud. Id. at 1939.
Accordingly, the Federal Circuit
found that Bose’s general counsel’s
belief that the company fulfilled the
use requirement by shipping repaired
goods bearing the mark to customers negated the requisite intent to
deceive. By requiring a challenger
to prove intent to deceive, the Court
raised the evidentiary burden that
must be met to prove fraud.

Post-Bose Fraud Decisions
As of this writing, there are less
than a handful of reported decisions
applying Bose. However, all appear
to signal that the Board is applying
the heightened standard for fraud
and for pleading fraud. The first case
decided after Bose is Enbridge, Inc. v.
Excelerate Energy Limited Partnership,
92 USPQ2d 1537 (TTAB October 6,
2009). In that case, the Board denied
May 2010
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summary judgment on the grounds
of fraud, and found that there was
at least a question of fact as to whether the trademark owner had made an
“inadvertent, honest mistake.”
In the second TTAB trademark
decision after Bose, in Asian and
Western Classics B.V. v. Selkow, 92
USPQ2d 1478 (TTAB October 22,
2009,) the Board held that the fraud
claim was insufficiently pleaded
when the petitioner in a cancellation
notice merely stated “on information
and belief” that the “registrant knew
24
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or should have known” of the falsity
of its material representations. Id. at
1479 (citing Exergen Corp. v. Wal-Mart
Stores Inc., 91 USPQ2d 1656 (Fed. Cir.
2009) (fraud must be pleaded with
particularity in accordance with Fed.
R. Civ. P. 9(b))). The petition did not
contain any “specific facts” on which
the fraud was based. Id. As such, the
fraud came failed.
Finally, in Bell’s Brewery Inc. v. Bell
Hill Vineyards LLC, 2009 WL 5118319
(TTAB Dec. 18, 2009), the TTAB
held that it was not fraud for Bell’s

Brewery to have stated that BELL
HILL was not “primarily geographically descriptive” (which renders a
mark unregistrable) even though it
admitted that Bell Hill was the name
of a road nearby the winery. Id. at *6.
See also, Kerzner Int’l Ltd. v . Monarch
Casino & Resort Inc., 2009 WL 5066908
(D. Nev. 2009) (in dicta, the court
found that it was not fraud to have
misstated which corporate subsidiary
owned the mark when the statement
was made in good faith).

Conclusion
The post-Bose decisions of the TTAB
indicate that the higher standard
of “intent to deceive” is duly being
required. One may only speculate
why the Board lowered the fraud
threshold in its Medinol decision. One
reason may be that it wanted to clear
the Trademark Register of unused
marks to reflect commercial reality;
another, to heighten applicants’ and
registrants’ awareness to the importance of reading and fact-checking
statements about use of a mark.
One other perceivable motivation
for the Board’s Medinol decision may
have been that the Board wanted to
bring fraud in trademark cases in line
with patent cases where there is a
heightened duty of candor in connection with the procurement and main-

tenance of patents and which may be
summarily cancelled for “inequitable
conduct”. But in light of the distinction of rights between a federal trademark registration and a patent, as
well as the fact that trademark rights
may exist without obtaining a registration whereas the patent creates
the right, it appears unreasonable to
apply the high patent standard to
trademark applicants and registrants
in dealing with the PTO.
Since Bose, the Board has to decide
whether it is fraud for a trademark
owner to inadvertently and perhaps
innocently check the box online stating that the mark is used in connection with all the goods or services
in the registration. Nonetheless, it
remains a best practice for all trademark clients to create a checklist of the

goods and services in the registration, and have the client investigate
and check or initial next to each
good or service with which the
mark is still being used, prior to
submitting a trademark application
or renewal. In addition, the PTO
should consider amending its online
forms to require applicants and
registrants to check each good or
services for which use is claimed,
instead of allowing applicants and
registrants to select “ALL GOODS.”
Ms. Cohen is a partner in the
Washington DC law firm Fox LLC. She
may be reached at cohen.elizabeth@
arentfox.com . Ms. Lewertoff is an
associate in the New York office of
the firm. She may be reached at
Lewertoff.Katrin@arentfox.com.
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Caught in the Rye:
A Tale of Unfair Use
By Steven C. DeSmet

Editor’s Note: J.D. Salinger died at the
age of 91 on January 27, 2010, as this
article went to press.

The American prototype of cynicism,
Holden Caufield, is back in New York
City. This time he is not in Central Park
to contemplate where the ducks go
when the ice freezes over. Instead, he
is at the center of a copyright infringement lawsuit in the United States
District Court for the Southern District
of New York. Salinger v. Colting et al.,
641 F. Supp. 2d 250 (2009).

Background
In May of 2009, Swedish author
Fredrik Colting published 60 Years
Later: Coming Through the Rye (hereinafter “60 Years Later”) in the United
Kingdom under the pen name of J. D.
California. 60 Years Later was promoted as a sequel to J. D. Salinger’s well
known American classic Catcher in The
Rye (hereinafter “Catcher”). The initial
publication even included the quote “a
sequel to one of our most beloved classics” on the back cover. 60 Years Later
revisits many of the scenes presented
in Catcher and includes many of the
same characters, including Catcher’s
protagonist, Holden Caulfield. Colting
admits that Caulfield, “Mr. C”, is the
central character in 60 Years Later.
Prior to the instant litigation, Colting
26
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made statements to the media that
he was inspired to write the second
half of the story because of his desire
to know what happened to Holden
Caulfield after Catcher. Salinger, 641 F.
Supp. 2d at 260.
J. D. Salinger filed suit on July 1,
2009, upon learning of the impending publication of 60 Years Later in the
United States. When confronted with
Salinger’s infringement claims, Colting
defended his work by claiming that 60
Years Later is a parody of Catcher that
provides both critique and commentary on both Salinger and Catcher and is
protected under the Fair Use Doctrine.
Following a hearing to show cause, the
United States District Court rejected
Colting’s arguments and found that
Salinger had “establishe[d] a prima
facie case of copyright infringement.”
Salinger, 641 F. Supp. 2d at 269. The
Court enjoined the novel 60 Years Later
from being published, advertised, or
otherwise distributed in the United
States of America. Id.

The Court’s Fair Use
Analysis Under § 107
Section 107 of the Copyright Act of
1976 provides that use of a copyrighted work for criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching, scholarship,
or research is not infringement of

copyright and is a fair use. Section
107 further instructs that in making
a determination of fair use the courts
shall consider the following factors:
1.

the purpose and character of
the use, including whether such
use is of a commercial nature
or is for nonprofit educational
purposes;

2.

the nature of the copyrighted
work;

3.

the amount and substantiality
of the portion used in relation
to the copyrighted work as a
whole; and

4.

the effect of the use upon the
potential market for or value of
the copyrighted work.

17 U.S.C. S. § 107. There are no
bright-line rules for fair use analysis
and all four factors must be explored
and weighed together on a case-bycase basis. Campbell v. Acuff-Rose
Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 577 (1994).

Fair Use Factor 1: The
Purpose and Character
of the Use
Colting’s fair use defense centered
on the claim that 60 Years Later is a
parody; therefore, the Court’s opinion

is focused on examining the purpose
and character of the novel. Analysis
of this first factor, often referred to
as the “soul of fair use,” looks to
establish whether the new work adds
something new to the original, thus
making the new work transformative
of the original. The analysis includes
whether the new work establishes a
new purpose and character, thus altering the first and carrying a different
message. Campbell, 510 U.S. at 57980. The more transformative the new
work, the less significant the other factors will be in the fair use analysis.

Parody
A parody is “a literary or musical work
in which the style of an author or work
is closely imitated for comic effect or
in ridicule.” Merriam-Websters Online
Dictionary (2010). The U.S. Supreme
Court established that “parody needs
to mimic an original to make its point,
and so has some claim to use the creation of its victim’s ... imagination ...”.
Campbell, 510 U.S. at 580-81 (1994). The
parody needs to ‘conjure up’ enough
of the original work to make its commentary and critique recognizable. Id.
at 588. “For purposes of our fair-use

analysis, we will treat a work as a
parody if its aim is to comment upon
or criticize a prior work by appropriating elements of the original in creating
a new artistic, as opposed to scholarly
or journalistic work.” Salinger, 641 F.
Supp. 2d at 257-58. (citing, Suntrust
Bank v. Houghton Mifflin Company, 268
F.3d 1257, 1268-69 (11th Cir. 2001).
The threshold question to be
addressed when fair use is raised to
defend a parody of a copyrighted
work is “whether a parodic character may reasonably be perceived.”
Campbell, 510 U.S. at 582. The Supreme
May 2010
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Court made it clear that “the only
further judgment, indeed, that a court
may pass on a work goes to an assessment of whether the parodic element is
slight or great, and the copying small
or extensive in relation to the parodic
element, for a work with slight parodic element and extensive copying will
be more likely to merely ‘supersede
the objects’ of the original.” Id. at 583.
Colting asserted that 60 Years Later is
a parody that criticizes and comments
directly on Catcher and its protagonist,
Holden Caulfied. Colting also contended that the critique and commentary
are directed toward Salinger as well
and that the parodic elements are transformative in nature. The Court divided
its parody analysis into two inquiries:
first analyzing whether there was any
legitimate parody of Catcher and its
main character Holden Caulfield, and
then determining whether there was
any genuine parodic commentary or
critique of Salinger himself.
Colting declares that he wrote 60
Years Later to “critically examin[e] the
character Holden, and his presentation in Catcher as an authentic and
admirable (maybe even heroic) figure.” Salinger, 641 F. Supp. 2d at 258.
(Citing, Colting Decl., p.18). The Court
did not find credible Colting’s claims
that the purpose of 60 Years Later was
to criticize and comment on Catcher
or that the novel contained parodic
elements that were transformative in
nature. In fact, the Court found that
“the admissions by Defendants’ as to
the character and purpose of 60 Years
as a sequel to a beloved classic belies
any claim that this critique of J. D.
Salinger and his behavior was the primary purpose of the novel.” Salinger,
641 F. Supp. 2d at 262.
The Court noted how the book had
been marketed and labeled, as well as
how Colting had talked about it in vari28
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ous interviews. Prior to this lawsuit, the
Defendants made no indication whatsoever that 60 Years Later was a parody
or critique of Catcher. In fact, the original jacket to the book stated that it is “...
a marvelous sequel to one of our most
beloved classics.” Salinger, 641 F. Supp.
2d at 260 n. 3. The Court also noted that
in various public statements, “Colting
himself made it clear that 60 Years was
not a parody or critique of Catcher, but
rather a tribute and sequel.” Id. In a
concurring opinion in Campbell, Justice
Kennedy warned that “[w]e should
not make it easy ... to exploit existing
works and then later claim that their
rendition was a valuable commentary
on the original.” Campbell, at 599.
Although it is not fully settled that
a purely literal character is eligible for
copyright protection apart from the
work as a whole, Judge Batts stated
that the protagonist of Catcher, Holden
Caulfield, is sufficiently delineated
so that a claim for infringement will
lie. Salinger, 641 F. Supp. 2d at 254.
The Court found, however, that there
was no reasonably perceived parodic
characterization of Holden Caulfield
and that Mr. C. was nothing more than
an elderly version of the same character who was thoroughly depicted and
apparent in Salinger’s own narrative.
Id. at 258. Judge Batts later went on
to say that “[i]t is hardly parodic
to repeat that same exercise in
contrast, just because society and
the characters have aged.” Id. at 259.
Echoing Justice Kennedy’s earlier
warning, the Court found Colting’s
claims “to be post-hoc rationalizations
employed through vague generalizations ... rather than reasonably perceived parody.” Id. at 258.
In the second inquiry of its parody analysis, the Court conceded that
Colton’s addition of Salinger as a
character in 60 Years Later was novel,

however, it could not fit within the
parodic framework of Campbell which
requires critique or commentary of
the underlying work. Salinger, 641 F.
Supp. 2d at 261. Colting attempted
to argue that in the past courts have
recognized that a legitimate type of
parody is one that targets the author of
a work, citing to Bourne Co. v. Twentieth
Century Fox Films Corp., 602 F.Supp.2d
499 (S.D.N.Y. 2009). In Bourne, the parody targeted Walt Disney and “When
You Wish Upon a Star” with a song
entitled “I Need a Jew,” attempting to
skillfully reinforce the allegation that
Walt Disney was himself racist. Id. The
Court in Bourne found a fair use by
parody because “the close association
between Walt Disney and “When You
Wish Upon a Star” reinforced and reiterated the parodic purpose of “I Need
a Jew” in criticizing the original song.”
Salinger, 641 F. Supp. 2d at 261. In the
instant matter the Court found that
while 60 Years Later does potentially
criticize and comment on Salinger, “[i]t
does not, however, direct that criticism
toward Catcher and Caulfield themselves, and thus is not an example of
parody.” Id.

Commercial Nature of
the Work
Under the first prong of the fair use
analysis a court must also determine
whether the new work is of a commercial nature to be sold for profit.
The more commercial in nature, the
less likely a finding of fair use. The
Supreme Court noted that most of the
uses listed in the preamble of § 107
“are generally conducted for profit.”
Campbell, 510 U.S. at 584. The Court
then emphasized that the commercial
nature of a work, while relevant, is of
lesser impact on the investigation than
that of the purpose and character of the

use. Colting did “not contest that 60
Years is to be sold for profit”; therefore,
the Court found this aspect of the first
prong to weigh against a finding of fair
use. Salinger, 641 F. Supp. 2d at 263.

Fair Use Factor 2: Nature of
the Copyrighted Work
This factor looks to the value of the
underlying copyrighted work. Campbell,
510 U.S. at 586. The Supreme Court
instructed that courts must recognize
“that some works are closer to the core
of intended copyright protection than
others, with the consequence that fair
use is more difficult to establish when
the former works are copied.” Id. This,
however, “should not be seen as an
invitation to judges to pass on literary
quality, but rather to consider whether
the protected writing is of the creative
or instructive type that the copyright
laws value and seek to foster.” Salinger,
641 F. Supp. 2d at 263. The key distinction is whether the original work is a
fictional work,which is naturally more
expressive and creative, or a factual
work where more leeway towards a
finding of fair use exists. Id.
J.D. Salinger’s Catcher in the Rye is
undoubtedly “a creative expression
for public dissemination [that] falls
within the core of the copyright’s protective purposes. Salinger, 641 F. Supp.
2d at 263. Therefore, the Court found
that this factor weighed against a finding of fair use.

Fair Use Factor 3: Amount
and Substantiality of the
Portion Used
“[T]he inquiry must focus on whether
the extent of copying is consistent with
or more than necessary to further the
purpose and character of the use.”
Campbell, 510 U.S. at 586-87. The court

must not only look to the quantity of
materials taken but also to their quality
and importance to the overall theme. Id.
at 587. When the new work is a parody,
it complicates this analysis because
a “[p]arody’s humor, or ... comment,
necessarily springs from recognizable
allusions to its object through distorted
imitation ... the parody must be able
to ‘conjure up’ at least enough of that
original to make the object of its critical
wit recognizable.” Id. at 588.
The Salinger Court found that “on
the record ... Defendants have taken
well more from Catcher, in both substance and style, than is necessary for
the alleged transformative purpose of
criticizing Salinger and his attitudes
and behavior.” Salinger, 641 F. Supp.
2d at 263. Most notable of the items
lifted from Catcher and supplanted into
60 Years Later was its protagonist, Mr.
C, whom Colting admits is Holden
Caulfield. Mr. C has similar or identical
thoughts, memories, personality traits
and many of the same friends and
family members as Caulfield, and he
even wears the same red hunting cap
that Holden was so proud of in Catcher.
Interestingly, in its analysis, the Court
admitted that “[e]ven this frequent and
extensive use of Caulfield’s character
traits might arguably have been necessary to supplement a work of parody
directed at Catcher or the character of
Caulfield.” Salinger, 641 F. Supp. 2d
at 264. However, Judge Batts quickly
rebutted by stating that “for the nonparodic purpose of commenting upon
Salinger, rather than his work, it was
unnecessary for Colting to use the same
protagonist with repeated and extensive detail and allusion to the original
work.” Id. After further side-by-side
comparisons of several scenes depicted
in both works, the Court determined
that this third prong weighs heavily
against any finding of fair use because

much more was taken than necessary
to serve the alleged critical purpose.
Salinger, 641 F. Supp. 2d at 267.

Fair Use Factor 4: Effect
of the Use Upon the
Potential Market
Courts must look not only at the harm
caused to the original work but also to
any harm to the market for derivative
works. Campbell, 510 U.S. at 590. This
is true even if the author has made
clear that he/she will never permit
any derivative within their lifetime, as
is the case here, because the author or
his/her heirs and assigns can always
change their mind. While not finding
that 60 Years Later damages the market for Catcher itself, the Court essentially casts 60 Years Later as a sequel
to Catcher which causes harm to the
potential market for a licensed sequel
or other authorized derivative.

Conclusion
The outcome of this case was greatly
influenced by the amount and substantiality of the original work taken,
as well as by the fact that 60 Years Later
was publicized and promoted as a
sequel to Catcher rather than a parody.
Moreover, the Court found that the
parodic elements of the book were
too nuanced to be readily recognizable. Clearly the lesson learned from
Salinger v. Colting is that one cannot
post-hoc back into a parody defense
after publicizing a book as a sequel,
especially where the parody is not
clearly recognizable.
Mr. DeSmet, a member of the law firm
Leahy & DeSmet, LLC, concentrates his
practice in Intellectual Property and
Business Law. He can be reached at
steve@leahylegal.com
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Fine-Tuning the Test
Prometheus Laboratories, Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Services
Can it really be as simple as “all diagnostic testing and methods of treatment are patent-eligible?” Well, likely
not. But in Prometheus Laboratories,
Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Services, 581
F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (on petition
for writ of certiorari), the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit (“the
Federal Circuit”) made some strong
statements to fine-tune the machineor-transformation test previously laid
out in In re Bilski, 545 F.3d 943 (Fed.
Cir. 2008) (en banc), cert. granted (129
S.Ct. 2735) (U.S. June 1, 2009).

Patent Eligibility Framework
According to 35 U.S.C. § 101, “[w]hoever invents or discovers any new and
useful process… or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain
a patent therefor.” The courts have
carved out certain subjects that are not
considered patent-eligible under § 101,
namely “laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas.” Diamond
v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 185 (1981) (citing Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 589
(1978) and Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S.
63, 67 (1972)). In the 2008 In re Bilski
decision, the Federal Circuit assessed
the holdings of previous patent-eligibility opinions issued by the United
States Supreme Court and articulated
a definitive test, i.e., the machine-ortransformation test, as the gatekeeper
for determining patent-eligibility of
process claims. As described by the
Federal Circuit,
A claimed process is surely patent-eligible under § 101 if: (1) it
is tied to a particular machine or
30
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apparatus, or (2) it transforms a
particular article into a different
state or thing.

medical treatment was no exception.
Enter, Prometheus.

Bilski, 545 F.3d at 954 (citing Benson,
409 U.S. at 70).

Path to the Federal Circuit

There are a few caveats to the
machine-or-transformation test. The
use of any fundamental principles
recited in the claims cannot be wholly
preempted by the claim. Id. (citing
Diehr, 450 U.S. at 187 and Benson, 409
U.S. at 71-72). That is, if all applications of a principle are covered by the
claimed process rather than just a particular application of the principle, then
the claim will not be patent-eligible.
Similarly, the claim elements relied
upon to satisfy the machine-or-transformation test may not be “mere fieldof-use limitations,” because limiting
the claim to a particular field still does
not limit the claim to a particular application or use within that field. Id. at 957
(citing Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175,
191-92 (1981)).
Lastly, “insignificant postsolution
activity will not transform an unpatentable principle into a patentable process.” Id. (quoting Diehr, 450 U.S. at
191-92). For example, if certain steps
of a process are considered mere datagathering steps rather than being central to the purpose of the process, the
patentee cannot rely on those steps to
show patent-eligibility.
After issuance of the Bilski decision,
it was unclear what effect the machineor-transformation test would have on
non-business method patent claims.
The realm of diagnostic testing and

Prometheus
Laboratories,
Inc.
(“Prometheus”) is the exclusive licensee of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,355,623 (“the
‘623 patent”) and 6,680,302 (“the ‘302
patent”). The claims of both patents
are directed to a method of optimizing
therapeutic efficacy for treatment of
a gastrointestinal disorder or reducing toxicity in patients taking a particular drug. Essentially, the method
includes: (a) administering a drug to a
patient; and (2) determining the level
of the drug’s metabolites in the patient,
wherein a level of the drug’s metabolite less than a given amount indicates
a need to increase the amount of the
drug provided in future therapies, and
a level of the drug’s metabolite greater
than a given amount indicates a need
to decrease the amount of the drug
provided in future therapies. The full
text of a representative claim follows:
A method of optimizing therapeutic efficacy for treatment of an
immune-mediated gastrointestinal
disorder, comprising:
(a) administering a drug providing
6-thioguanine to a subject having
said immune-mediated gastrointestinal disorder; and
(b) determining the level of
6-thioguanine in said subject having said immune-mediated gastrointestinal disorder,

for

Patent-Eligibility

By Peter A. Jackman and Michelle K. Holoubek

wherein the level of 6-thioguanine
less than about 230 pmol per 8x108
red blood cells indicates a need to
increase the amount of said drug
subsequently administered to said
subject and wherein the level of
6-thioguanine greater than about
400 pmol per 8x108 red blood cells
indicates a need to decrease the
amount of said drug subsequently
administered to said subject.
U.S. Pat. No. 6,355,623, claim 1.
Prometheus marketed a metabolite
test that used the technology covered
by the ‘623 and ‘302 patents. In 2004,
Mayo Collaborative Services and Mayo
Clinic Rochester (together, “Mayo”)
announced that it would start using
and selling its own brand of test that
would be similar to the Prometheus
test. As a result, Prometheus sued
Mayo for infringement of the ‘623 and
‘302 patents in the U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of California.
Prometheus, 581 F.3d at 1339-40. While
some of the asserted claims recited
both the administering step and the
determining step, other claims recited
only the determining step.
Although the district court found the
asserted claims to be literally infringed
by Mayo, the court also found the
claims invalid as claiming unpatentable subject matter under 35 U.S.C. §
101. Id. at 1340. First, the court found
that both the administering step and
the determining step were “merely
necessary data-gathering steps for any
use of the correlations.” Id. The court
likened the wherein clauses to “warn-

ing” steps, and construed them as mental steps. Id.
Second, the district court found that
the correlations measured in the determining step “were natural phenomena
and not patentable inventions because
the correlations resulted from a natural
body process.” Id. Because the correlations were viewed as natural phenomena, the court reasoned that the
correlations were not invented by the
inventors; rather, “the inventors merely observed the relationship between
these naturally produced metabolites
and therapeutic efficacy and toxicity.” Id. at 1340 (quoting Invalidity
Opinion, Prometheus Labs., Inc. v. Mayo
Collaborative Servs., No. 04-CV-1200
(S.D. Cal. Marc. 29, 2007)).
Lastly, because the claims allegedly
recited the correlations, the court concluded that the claims would whollypreempt any use of the correlations. Id.
at 1340. Because mental steps, natural
phenomena, and preemption of fundamental principles are not patenteligible under § 101, the district court
granted summary judgment of invalidity of the asserted claims on May 16,
2008. Id.

Clarifying the Machine-orTransformation Test
On October 30, 2008, the Federal
Circuit issued its decision in In re Bilski.
By the time Prometheus and Mayo
argued their case at the Federal Circuit
on August 5, 2009, the machine-ortransformation test outlined in Bilski
had taken hold. As the claims in the
‘623 and the ‘302 patents were process

claims, they were examined by the
Federal Circuit for compliance with
the machine-or-transformation test.
The Federal Circuit found the claims
to be patent-eligible under the transformation prong of the machine-ortransformation test, so they did not
consider whether the claims would
also meet the machine prong of the
test. Id. at 1346.
Administering a drug is a “transformation” under the machine-ortransformation test
Methods of treatment are always
transformative when a defined group
of drugs is administered to the body
In one of the boldest statements
regarding § 101 made by the Federal
Circuit since Bilski, the Prometheus
court stated, “[t]he asserted claims are
in effect claims to methods of treatment, which are always transformative when a defined group of drugs is
administered to the body to ameliorate
the effects of an undesired condition.”
Id. In its explanation, the court reasoned that the body necessarily undergoes a transformation when a drug is
administered to it, because “drugs do
not pass through the body untouched
without affecting it.” Id.
Mayo had argued that the drug’s
effect on the body was a natural process. Id. at 1344. In retort, Prometheus
argued that every process proceeds
in accordance with natural laws, so
Mayo’s argument would render every
process unpatentable, which was not
the intent of the patent laws. Id. The
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court agreed with Prometheus, and
clarified that while the effect of the
drug on the body followed natural
processes, the transformation occurred
as the result of the physical administration of that drug into the body, which
was not natural. Id. at 1346. The court
again quoted their decision in Bilski,
saying, “[i]t is virtually self-evident
that a process for a chemical or physical transformation of physical objects
or substances is patent-eligible subject
matter.” Id. (quoting Bilski, 545 F.3d at
962 (emphasis in original)).
“Administering” a drug is not merely
data gathering or insignificant postsolution activity
Both Mayo and the district court
had declared the administering step of
the claims to be, at best, data gathering
or insignificant post-solution activity.
The Federal Circuit again sided with
Prometheus. The transformation of the
drug within the body was identified as
central to the claimed process.
Since the administration step caused
the transformation of the drug, the court
found that the administration step was
“a significant transformative element
of Prometheus’s claimed methods of
treatment” and was “’sufficiently definite to confine the patent monopoly
within rather definite bounds.’” Id. at
1346-47 (quoting Benson, 409 U.S. at
70). Additionally, because the administration step was central to the claimed
process, it could not be considered
insignificant post-solution activity. Id.
at 1347.
Determining a level of an administered drug is also a “transformation” under the machine-or-transformation test
“Determining” is necessarily trans32
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formative when the level of a measured
entity cannot be determined by mere
inspection
The administering step was not
present in all of Prometheus’s claims.
Fortunately for Prometheus, determining the level of the drug’s metabolites
was also considered to be a transformation that would satisfy the machine-ortransformation test. Id. Since the level
of the metabolite in a patient’s blood
could not be determined by simple
inspection of the blood, the blood had
to be manipulated to determine the
metabolite concentration, such as by
“the high pressure liquid chromatography method specified in several of the
asserted dependent claims.” Id.
Such a method extracted metabolites formed by the drug from the
blood and determined their concentration. Id. “[A]t the end of the process,
the human blood sample is no longer
human blood; human tissue is no longer human tissue.” Id. (quoting Decl. of
Dr. Yves Théorêt ¶ 6, Prometheus Labs.,
Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Servs., No.
04-CV-1200 (S.D. Cal. Marc. 29, 2007)).
Even though this transformative process for determining a drug level was
not specifically recited in the claims, it
was considered inherent since the level
could not be determined visually. Id.
at 1347.
“Determining” is not merely a data
gathering step, but is central to the
invention
Even Mayo agreed that measuring
the level of the drug in the blood was
a transformation under the machineor-transformation test. Id. However,
both Mayo and the district court again
contended that the determining step
was merely a data gathering step that
should not be considered in the pat-

ent-eligibility analysis. According to
Prometheus and the Federal Circuit,
though, the determining step was
central to the purpose of the claims.
Determining the level of the metabolite
enabled the treatment to be altered to
optimize efficacy or reduce toxicity,
the precise purposes of the asserted
claims as recited in their respective
preambles. Id.
In finding the determining step
central to the claim and sufficiently
transformative under the machine-ortransformation test, the Federal Circuit
distinguished this case from a previous case involving diagnostic tests, In
re Grams. 888 F.2d 835 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
The claims at issue in Grams involved
performing clinical laboratory tests on
an individual to obtain data and analyzing the data to identify an abnormality. Id. at 837.
Because the claims centered around
the analysis steps, which were likened to a mathematical algorithm by
the Grams court, the Grams court held
that the step of performing a clinical
test to obtain data was merely a datagathering step ancillary to the main
invention. Id. at 837, 841. Contrary
to the claims of Grams, the determining step of Prometheus’s claims was
the central feature of the invention
and was part of the actual treatment
regime. As such, the Federal Circuit
concluded that the determining step
in Prometheus’s claimed methods is
not merely a data gathering step or an
insignificant post solution activity, and
the claims covered more than mere
correlations between metabolite levels
and toxicity or efficacy. Prometheus, 581
F.3d at 1348.
Inclusion of a mental step in a
claim does not preclude patenteligibility of that claim

One point of agreement between the
Federal Circuit, Mayo, and the district
court was that the “wherein” clauses of the claims constituted mental
steps, which were not patent-eligible
by themselves. Id. However, as the
Federal Circuit recognized, “although
they alone are not patent-eligible, the
claims are not simply to the mental
steps. A subsequent mental step does
not, by itself, negate the transformative
nature of prior steps.” Id.
Since patent-eligibility is based on
the claim as a whole, rather than on
each individual part, the ineligibility
of one element does not negate the eligibility of other elements. The administering and determining steps were
found to be transformative under the
machine-or-transformation test, so the
additional mental steps recited in the
wherein clauses did not negate the patent-eligibility of the entire claim. Id. at
1348-49. The claims therefore satisfied
the machine-or-transformation test set
forth in Bilski.
The Federal Circuit further recognized that the district court erred in
finding that the claims wholly preempt
use of correlations between metabolite
levels and efficacy or toxicity. Id. at 1349.
As explained by the court, the claims do
not cover the correlations themselves,
but rather cover “a particular application of natural processes to treat various
diseases... [T]he claims do not preempt
natural processes; they utilize them in a
series of specific steps.” Id.
The machine-or-transformation test
was tailored to encompass only particular applications of a principle rather than the principle itself. Id. (citing
Bilski, 545 F.3d at 954). Since the claims
meet the test, they do not preempt a
fundamental principle. Accordingly,
the claims were deemed patent-eligible
under § 101 and the district court decision in favor of Mayo was reversed.

The Supreme Test
Not surprisingly, Mayo filed a Petition
for a Writ of Certiorari with the United
States Supreme Court shortly after the
Federal Circuit decision issued. As of
the writing of this article, the Supreme
Court has yet to act on the Petition.
Although there is a chance that the
Supreme Court’s decision in Bilski v.
Kappos (No. 08-964 ( U.S. docketed Jan.
30, 2009) (oral arguments presented
Nov. 9, 2009)) may place greater restrictions on patent-eligibility, such a decision likely will not affect Prometheus, as
the underlying technologies are very
different. Of course, should the Court’s
decision lower the bar for patent-eligible subject matter, there would be
no conflict with the Federal Circuit’s
Prometheus decision either. Some idea
of the Court’s disposition regarding
the patent-eligibility of diagnostic
methods and methods of treatment
can be gleaned from the recent oral
arguments in Bilski v. Kappos at the
Supreme Court. Justice Sotomayor recognized that if the Court decided the
machine-or-transformation test was
the exclusive test based on the facts of
the business method at issue in Bilski,
the result would be “shoe-horning
technologies that might be different.”
See, official transcript of the oral arguments, pp. 36-7. The Patent Office itself
attempted to distinguish the business
method at issue in Bilski from medical diagnostic techniques, and labeled
the patent-eligibility of medical diagnostic techniques as a much harder
question than the business method of
Bilski. See, id., pp. 36 and 47. Moreover,
just because the Supreme Court has
already heard a case dealing with patent-eligible subject matter, i.e. Bilski,
it does not mean the Court will not
take a second case. In fact, the Court
has a history of taking multiple patent
cases involving different technologies

to show how the same ruling would
apply to those different technologies.
See, Dennis Crouch, Mayo v. Prometheus:
Medical Methods and Patentable Subject
Matter at the Supreme Court, Oct. 28,
2009, http://www.patentlyo.com/
patent/2009/10/mayo-v-prometheusmedical-methods-and-patentable-subject-matter-at-the-supreme-court.html.
The Patent Office itself attempted to
distinguish the business method at issue
in Bilski from medical diagnostic techniques, and labeled the patent-eligibility
of medical diagnostic techniques as a
much harder question than the business
method of Bilski. See, id., pp. 36 and 47.
Moreover, just because the Supreme
Court has already heard a case dealing
with patent-eligible subject matter, i.e.
Bilski, it does not mean the Court will
not take a second case. In fact, the Court
has a history of taking multiple patent
cases involving different technologies to
show how the same ruling would apply
to those different technologies.
If the Supreme Court chooses to hear
Prometheus, one hopes that they will
recognize the Federal Circuit’s attempt
to lessen the impact of the machine-ortransformation test on non-business
method processes. If the Court dismisses the Petition, then owners of patents
and applications claiming diagnostic
testing and methods of treatment can
enjoy an unexpected ally in the Federal
Circuit’s Prometheus decision.
Disclaimer - The views expressed in this
article are those of the authors and should
not be attributed to former, present or
future clients or any employees of Sterne,
Kessler, Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C.
Mr. Jackman is a director at the
Biotechnology/Chemical Group. He may
be reached at pjackman@skgf.com. Ms.
Holoubek is an associate in the Electronics
Group of the law firm Sterne, Kessler,
Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C. She may be
reached at holoubek@skgf.com.
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Metadata:

Data About Data
By Ned T. Himmelrich
Lurking in every computer file, in every document and in every spreadsheet is hidden
information you don’t want your adversary to see. Embedded in the digital version of a
draft agreement are hidden secrets about an adversary’s negotiating position that you
would love to see. Contained in electronic documents you just transmitted is information
protected by attorney-client privilege that nobody should see. This potentially damaging
information which initially remains invisible, but can wreak havoc when revealed, is
known as “metadata.” Lawyers should understand the potency of metadata, when they
are and are not allowed to view it, when it is discoverable and when they should retain
or can destroy it.
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Metadata is literally “data about
data.” It is the information which a
computer generates to identify relevant facts about a saved file. In digital photographs, metadata includes
the shutter speed, aperture and day
the photograph was taken. In documents, spreadsheets and email messages, metadata can include the date
the document was created, the date it
was revised, people who revised the
document and the duration of time
the person spent with the file open.
The importance of even the date
a document was created was played
out in an October 2009 case in which
the Arizona Supreme Court found
that metadata is subject to disclosure
under public records laws if a public
entity maintains a public record in
an electronic format. Lake v. City of
Phoenix, 222 Ariz. 547, 218 P.3d 1004
(2009). The issue related to whether
a report by a police officer’s superiors was backdated, and the metadata
showed the original date the document was created. The court determined that metadata was no different
from the document itself, and thus
must be made available to the public.
Beyond being merely data about
a file, metadata can also be hidden
digitized substance. In a document,
metadata can include language from
prior drafts that the attorney thought
was deleted, and could be confidential internal comments an attorney
believed were inaccessible to an
adversary. Sometimes, even past versions of documents can be invisibly
stored intact when a new document
is “saved as,” such as when creating a
working document from a prior form.
Thus, metadata might reveal information from other clients, not merely
the client involved in the transaction
necessitating the current document.
One of the more prevalent—but
36
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certainly not the only—form of metadata is what you seen when you use
the Microsoft Word “Track Changes”
feature, which redlines a document as
it is being revised. In Track Changes,
you can view your modified version
with all changes in different colors,
but you also might inadvertently be
viewing the document (which you

might have received from a client) in
its final form which does not reveal
that Track Changes is activated. If you
then forward the document to opposing counsel, he or she could choose to
view the marked version of the document and see your client’s changes.
There are a number of ways to
reduce the risk of transmitting this

digital menace which alleviates much
of the problem. Avoiding Track
Changes is one option; you can purchase an independent “redlining”
software package. Scanning a document to a .pdf file or saving the
document as a rich text file (rtf) scrubs
away much metadata, but does retain
information such as a creation date.
Microsoft provides a downloadable
“scrubbing” utility on its website for
those who use Track Changes. The
Word program even provides certain
safeguards, such as deleting personal
information or notifying you if your
current document is running Track
Changes (go to “Tools” – “Options”
– “Security” and click the appropriate box). You may also want to check
what information you have listed
under the File-Properties-Summary
listing in your documents.
In Excel, you may want to learn
how to get to the “unhide” submenu
and delete those rows or columns
you do not intend the other side to
see. You can also use “scrubbing”
software for all outgoing documents
and files. Many “scrubbing” software
packages exist in the marketplace,
and are very effective.
But even with these variety of safeguards, attorneys may still transmit
documents containing metadata, and
the sending of files containing compromising metadata ignites ethical,
tactical and legal concerns for both the
dispatching attorney and the receiving
attorney. The three most pressing ethical issues facing a practitioner about
metadata revolve around whether a
recipient is entitled to search for (or
“mine”) metadata, whether the recipient, upon finding metadata, should
notify the sender that the document
contains possibly compromising information and the scope of the sender’s
duty when transmitting a document

containing metadata.
Maryland is one of a dozen (as of this
writing) states with an Ethics Opinion
focused on this issue, although the
Maryland view is in the minority.
The American Bar Association also
issued an opinion, which, in different
parts, agrees and disagrees with the
Maryland view.
Among all other states with ethics
opinions on this subject, Maryland is
perhaps the most lenient in allowing
a recipient to “mine” a document for
metadata. Because of this leniency,
Maryland attorneys should be more
diligent in protecting against the
unintended disclosure of metadata.
The Maryland State Bar Association
Committee on Ethics, Ethics Docket
#2007-09, opined that “Subject to
any legal standards or requirements
(case law, statutes, rules of procedure, administrative rules, etc.), this
Committee believes that there is no
ethical violation if the recipient attorney (or those working under the attorney’s direction) reviews or makes use
of the metadata without first ascertaining whether the sender intended
to include such metadata.”
But unrestricted mining for metadata may exist only in Maryland state
cases, because the 2006 changes to
Section 26(b)(5) of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure provides that a
party who realizes it has produced
information in discovery that is subject to a claim of privilege or protection can notify the receiving party,
and the recipient “must promptly
return, sequester or destroy the information… until the claim is resolved.”
Thus, if one party realizes its mistake,
the receiving party cannot mine the
data. The Federal Rules seem to be
the “legal standard or requirements”
that the Committee on Ethics was
contemplating. A Maryland attorney

can go hunting for electronic evidence
in documents and emails he receives
from an adversary, but if the attorney
is in Federal Court, he may be compelled to stop looking.
Maryland’s view is contrary
to those of most other states’ ethics committees that have issued
an opinion. For example, the New
York Bar Association Committee on
Professional Ethics held that “In light
of the strong public policy in favor
of preserving confidentiality as the
foundation of the lawyer-client relationship, use of technology to surreptitiously obtain information that
may be protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrine that may otherwise constitute
a ‘secret’ of another lawyer’s client
would violate the letter and spirit of
these Disciplinary Rules.” (Opinion
749). The District of Columbia Bar
Legal Ethics Committee’s opinion
(Opinion 341) is closer to New York in
finding that an attorney cannot mine
for metadata if the attorney had actual knowledge that the metadata was
sent inadvertently. This DC Opinion
specifically about metadata uses as
its basis other DC opinions relating to
inadvertent disclosure in discovery.
Because many surrounding states
find it contrary to that state’s ethics
for an attorney to mine for metadata,
a Maryland attorney should proceed
cautiously. An attorney must abide
by the ethical requirements of all
states in which she is a member of
the bar, including those to which
she is admitted pro hac vice for a particular piece of litigation. Even when
an attorney is merely negotiating an
agreement, and there is thus no litigation and no court as the fulcrum of a
dispute, she should be wary of acting
contrary to the ethical requirements
of the state in which her adversary
May 2010
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resides, especially if the document
being negotiated recites that venue is
in the other state.
The ABA Standing Committee on
Ethics and Professional Responsibility,
in Formal Opinion 06-422, found, like
Maryland, that an attorney does not
have an ethical obligation to refrain
from mining for metadata in documents the attorney receives. The
basis of the ABA’s Opinion was that
Rule 4.4(b) of the Model Rules for
Professional Conduct, as adopted
by the ABA—being a requirement
to notify the sender of an inadvertent transmittal of privileged materials contained in a disclosure -- is
the sole requirement dealing with
inadvertently sent information. Since
the ABA Model Rules are the basis
of the rules most states adopt, this
interpretation is likely applicable in
most states.
Maryland’s Rules of Professional
Conduct have not been amended
to include Model Rule 4.4(b), making Maryland the only state with an
opinion in place not requiring an
attorney to notify his adversary that
the attorney has found metadata in
a document. The Maryland Ethics
Opinion notes that in Maryland the
receiving lawyer “can, and probably
should” consult with his client about
the pros and cons of informing the
sending attorney about the inadvertent transmission, or the attorney
should take other steps it believes
appropriate. Here again, the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure relating to
electronic discovery, may provide
impetus for the attorney to disclose
that he has received the metadata,
as the rules encourage the parties to
meet and reach agreements regarding disclosing electronically stored
information and assertions of privilege or protection.
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A recipient of inadvertently disclosed metadata would face no
conundrum if only the disclosing
attorney had been more careful to
avoid the disclosure. But when an
attorney does send documents containing relevant metadata, her concerns then relate to waiver of the
attorney-client privilege and improper disclosure of confidential material.
The attorney-client relationship protects information between a lawyer
and her client, but duties under Rules
of Professional Conduct require an
attorney not to disclose confidential
information, which is a much broader
range of information.
The privilege issue rests on whether the attorney was reasonably safeguarding information her client
provided to her. An attorney who
takes reasonable measures to protect metadata likely will not waive
the attorney-client privilege, while
an attorney discovered to be ignorant
of metadata, or unconcerned or careless, might harm her client’s case by
waiving the attorney-client privilege.
Standards for reasonableness in an
attorney-client privilege case seem
equally applicable when the disclosed
information is printed on paper as
when the disclosed information is
metadata.
The only difference should be what
precautions an attorney must take
to prevent inadvertent disclosure in
the digital age. With the prevalence
of “scrubbing” software, it seems
reasonable for attorneys to run any
transmitted documents through that
software, although, with any legal
decision, the facts and circumstances
of the case will be determinative.
In opining about a sender’s duty
not to send metadata which the sending attorney believes to be confidential information, Maryland is in line

with other states’ Ethics Committees
that have considered the issue.
Maryland and other states believe
that an attorney acts ethically if she
takes reasonable measures to avoid
the disclosure of confidential or work
product materials embedded in the
electronic discovery.
The Maryland Ethics Committee
acknowledged that its opinion was
“set in the context of litigation” but
also acknowledged that due to the
burgeoning area of electronic discovery and technology, the “scope” of the
opinion could expand more broadly.
Considering both the attorney-client
privilege and the confidentiality of
the information, it seems reasonable -and an act of self-preservation -- for a
disclosing attorney to consider scrubbing any documents it sends out.
Scrubbing metadata, however, is not
always the prudent course of action.
The more metadata becomes a crucial
portion of a document and recognized
as containing facts pertinent to a case,
the more likely its removal couple be
construed as destroying evidence.
As important as metadata seems,
courts have not all believed that
it is discoverable. For example,
Nova Measuring Instruments Ltd. v.
Nanometrics, Inc., 417 F. Supp. 2d 1121
(N.D. Cal. 2006) found that metadata was important, and the documents should be produced with the
metadata intact, although in Kentucky
Speedway, LLC v. NASCAR, Inc., No.
05-138-WOB, 2006 WL 5097354 (E.D.
Ky. Dec. 18, 2006) the court held that
a plaintiff must show a particularized
need for metadata, because in most
cases “metadata does not provide
relevant information.” Even more
extreme, Michigan First Credit Union v.
Cumis Ins. Society, Inc., No. 05-74423,
2007 WL 4098213 (E.D. Mich. Nov. 16,
2007) found a “relative lack of worth

of metadata and the lack of any showing by plaintiff [it would be likely to
lead to the discovery of relevant evidence] and production of the metadata would be overly burdensome with
no corresponding evidentiary value.”
In the debate over admissibility
of electronically stored information—
which includes metadata—The U.S.
District Court for the District of
Maryland has become a leader, thanks
to United States Chief Magistrate
Judge Paul W. Grimm’s thorough
opinion in Lorraine v. Markel American
Insurance Company, 241 F.R.D. 434 (D.
Md. 2007). In Lorraine, Judge Grimm
walked through a five step analysis

to determine whether electronically
stored information (ESI), and thus
metadata, is admissible, which test
has been adopted in other jurisdictions, for determining admissibility:
(1) is the ESI relevant; (2) if it is relevant, is it authentic; (3) if offered
for its substantive truth, is it hearsay,
and if so, is it covered by an applicable exception; (4) is the ESI original
or a duplicate under the Original
Writing Rule, or is there secondary
evidence to prove its content; and (5)
is its probative value substantially
outweighed by the danger of unfair
prejudice or another factor identified
by Rule 403.

As with all areas of law relating to
computers and technology, innovation is sometimes outpacing the ability to fit the innovation into existing
legal frameworks. Metadata is another example of this rapid pace. The
need to act ethically and zealously for
clients is why all attorneys needed to
continue monitoring and collecting
information about metadata, or, data
about data about data.
Mr. Himmelrich heads the Intellectual
Property and Technology Practice Group
of the Baltimore law firm Gordon,
Feinblatt, Rothman, Hoffberger &
Hollander, LLC. He may be reached at
nhimmelrich@gfrlaw.com.
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Access It,
and You’re Stuck With It

Court Broadly Enforces Forum Selection Clause in Online Terms of Use

By Sherry H. Flax and Sarah F. Lacey

A

s Internet use exploded over the last
decade, the courts increasingly were
called upon to resolve disputes involving online conduct. The threshold question of
whether a court could exercise personal jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant web site
user posed difficulties from the beginning. In
Zippo Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc.,
the court adopted the now-familiar “interactive v. passive” test for determining whether
personal jurisdiction may be exercised over
a non-resident web site user. See 952 F. Supp.
1119 (W.D. Pa. 1997).
The Fourth Circuit subsequently adopted
the Zippo framework in ALS Scan, Inc. v. Digital
Service Consultants, Inc., a case where the defendant web site host had no contractual relationship with the plaintiff copyright owner. See 293
F.3d 707 (4th Cir. 2002). As we enter the next
decade, online “Terms of Use” (“TOU”) agreements have supplanted the need for courts
to rigorously analyze whether personal jurisdiction may be exercised under ALS Scan or
the Maryland long-arm statute. At least one
district court decision has held that a posted
forum selection and jurisdiction clause consti-

tutes an enforceable agreement to jurisdiction
and venue, if the web site user is found to have
affirmatively acknowledged the existence of
those clauses. CoStar Realty Info., Inc. v. Field,
612 F. Supp. 2d 660, 668-69 (D. Md. 2009)
(Williams, J.).
Bethesda-based CoStar Realty Information,
Inc. (“CoStar”) offers commercial real estate
information and property marketing tools
through its web site located at www.costar.com.
Although a limited amount of information is
available to any Internet user free of charge,
CoStar provides full access to its database,
including photographs of commercial properties, by subscription only. Subscribers must
enter a username and passcode to log in to
the database through its web site. Field, 612 F.
Supp. 2d at 665. CoStar’s web site and database are made available subject to CoStar’s
TOU, which provide that the act of accessing
or using the web site or database constitutes
agreement to be legally bound by the TOU. Id.
By their terms, the TOU apply not only to subscribers but to anyone who accesses CoStar’s
services through its web site. See CoStar TOU,
www.costar.com/TermsOfUse.aspx.
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A forum selection clause applicable
to all users mandates that they “irrevocably consent to the jurisdiction of
the federal and state courts located in
the State of Maryland ... for any action
... in connection with these Terms of
Use.” Id. Where CoStar and a subscriber enter into a separate licensing
agreement, the TOU continue to apply
to the extent their provisions are not
superseded by the licensing agreement. See id.
To combat passcode sharing and
other unauthorized conduct, CoStar
developed fraud-detection software
and established a team to investigate
and prosecute suspected data theft.
CoStar Group, Inc. Press Release,
Using Sophisticated Theft and FraudDetection Tools, CoStar Group Protects
Legitimate Customers by Catching
and Prosecuting Passcode Sharers,
Recovering Just Under $2 Million in
2008 (Mar. 5, 2009), available at http://
finance.yahoo.com/news/UsingSophisticated-Theft-and-pz-14559415.
html. The Field case, filed in March
2008, represented the first lawsuit
implementing CoStar’s strategy of
“aggressive enforcement.” Id.; see also,
e.g., CoStar Realty Info., Inc. v. Copier
Country New York, LLC, No. RWT
08cv3469, 2009 WL 3247431 (D. Md.
Oct. 1, 2009) (Titus, J.); CoStar Realty
Info., Inc. v. Meissner, 604 F. Supp. 2d
757 (D. Md. 2009) (Chasanow, J.).
Field arose out of a written licensing agreement (“License”), entered into
in 2002 between CoStar and Alliance
Valuation Group (“Alliance”), a
California business operated by defendant Mark Field. 612 F. Supp. 2d at
665. Under the License, CoStar allowed
Alliance eleven users to access and use
CoStar’s database of photographs of
commercial real estate properties. Id. at
665-66. The License expressly prohibited Alliance from sublicensing its right
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to use CoStar’s database and from sharing its username and passcode without
CoStar’s written consent. Id. at 666.
Like the TOU, the License contained
a forum selection clause providing for
personal jurisdiction in the Maryland
state and federal courts for disputes
arising out of the License or CoStar’s
provision of services to Alliance. Id. at
668 n.4. CoStar and Alliance renewed
the License in 2004. Id. at 666.
CoStar’s Complaint alleged that
Alliance violated the License by sharing its username and passcode without CoStar’s consent. Id. at 665. The
suspected passcode-sharers, which
included Lawson Valuation Group,
Inc. (“Lawson”), a Florida corporation, and Russ A. Gressett, a Texas
business proprietor, were sued as
well. Lawson and Gressett allegedly
accessed and used CoStar’s database
with Alliance’s username and passcode from 2004 through early 2008.
During that period, they also made
several telephone calls to CoStar seeking technical support with the web
site and database, each time representing themselves as authorized users of
Alliance’s account. Id. at 666.
The eight-count Complaint asserted
claims against Lawson and Gressett
for direct infringement of sixty-seven
of CoStar’s copyrighted photographs,
violations of the Computer Fraud and
Abuse Act (“CFAA”), and violations
of the civil Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”).
Lawson and Gressett filed motions to
dismiss each of these counts on the
grounds that the Court lacked personal
jurisdiction over them and that each
count failed to state a claim for relief.
Each defendant also filed motions to
dismiss for improper venue, or in the
alternative, to transfer. Field, 612 F.
Supp. 2d at 666.
Following a hearing on the motions,

Judge Alexander Williams, Jr. enforced
the forum selection clause in the CoStar
TOU, upheld personal jurisdiction over
Lawson and Gressett, and declined to
transfer the action to another venue.
Id. at 672-73. The court also denied
the motions to dismiss the copyright
infringement and CFAA counts, but
dismissed the RICO count for failure
to adequately plead the existence of an
“enterprise” engaged in criminal copyright infringement. Id. at 677.
The Court’s analysis of the threshold issue of personal jurisdiction
focused on the forum selection clause
in the CoStar TOU. Id. at 667. CoStar
alleged that in the normal course, a
database user is required to accept the
TOU “the first time the user access
the database and at periodic intervals thereafter.” Id. at 668-69. Lawson
and Gressett did not deny that they
used Alliance’s username and passcode to access the database over the
four-year period, but argued that they
never agreed to the TOU or otherwise
formed a contract with CoStar that
would require them to submit to the
personal jurisdiction of the Maryland
federal court. Id. at 668.
Applying traditional principles of
contract law, the Court focused on
whether defendants had reasonable
notice of the TOU and manifested their
assent to those terms, and whether the
forum selection clause was reasonable.
Id. at 668-70 (citing Burcham v. Expedia,
Inc., No. 4:07CV1963 CDP, 2009 WL
586513, at *4 (E.D. Mo. Mar. 6, 2009)).
Notice and assent were convincingly established by an uncontroverted
description of the manner in which
CoStar presents the TOU to web site
users and by Lawson and Gressett’s
failure to deny that they accessed the
site. Id. at 669. Finding that “[c]ourts
have aptly addressed the issue [of]
whether parties are bound by user

agreements, containing forum selections, in the internet context,” Judge
Williams determined that defendants
failed to show that the forum selection clause in the TOU was either
unreasonable or obtained by fraud or
duress. Thus, Lawson and Gressett
were contractually bound in the first
instance by the TOU. Id. at 670.
The Court further found that Lawson
and Gressett were bound by the forum
selection clause in the Alliance License.
Lawson and Gressett argued that
they accessed CoStar’s database and
obtained technical support as sublicensees of Alliance. Because they had
acted “as contractual beneficiaries of
Alliance’s written agreement,” the
Court determined that Lawson and
Gressett consented to personal jurisdiction in Maryland under the terms of
the License. Id. at 668 n.4.
In the alternative, the Court considered whether personal jurisdiction
over Lawson and Gressett would be
proper under the Maryland long-arm
statute. Field, 612 F. Supp. 2d at 670-72.
The statute confers personal jurisdiction based upon a nonresident defendant’s purposeful or tortious activity in the State. See Md. Code, Cts.
& Jud. Proc. §§ 6-103(b)(1) and (4).
In this case, where neither Lawson
nor Gressett denied that they used
CoStar’s database over nearly a fouryear period, Judge Williams found
that their conduct soundly satisfied
both sections of the statute: “It can
hardly be said that given Lawson’s
and Gressett’s continuous and purposeful use of CoStar’s services ... they
lacked the knowledge that they could
be subject to suit in Maryland.” Field,
612 F. Supp. 2d at 672.
CoStar experienced similar success
enforcing its TOU with regard to the
defendants’ challenges to personal
jurisdiction in the Meissner case, also

decided in March 2009, and the Copier
Country case, decided in October 2009.
Two weeks prior to Judge Williams’
opinion in Field, Judge Deborah K.
Chasanow upheld the forum selection clause in the TOU against Robin
Meissner, an Arizona resident who
entered into a single-user license with
CoStar and allegedly proceeded to share
her username and passcode with another unauthorized individual. Meissner,
604 F. Supp. 2d at 762, 764-65. Meissner
argued that enforcing the forum selection clause against her would impose a
“serious inconvenience” on her ability to
defend the action. Nevertheless, Judge
Chasanow upheld the forum selection
clause, observing that “[m]ere allegations of serious inconvenience are insufficient to meet the ‘heavy burden’ of
showing why [its] enforcement would
be unreasonable.” Id. at 765. Judge
Chasanow also found that § 6-103(b)(1)
conferred personal jurisdiction on the
court because Meissner initiated contact
with CoStar, entered into a licensing
agreement with CoStar, and “repeatedly accessed [CoStar’s] Maryland-based
servers.” Because Meissner entered into
the licensing agreement and “repeatedly agreed” to CoStar’s TOU, the court
found it constitutionally reasonable to
exercise personal jurisdiction over her.
Id. at 766.
Six months after Field, Judge Roger
W. Titus upheld the forum selection
clause in the TOU against two New
York companies, Copier Country New
York, LLC (“Copier Country”) and
Dumann Realty (“Dumann”). Copier
Country, 2009 WL 3247431, at *1.
Copier Country obtained a two-user
license from CoStar and allegedly sublicensed its username and passcode to
Dumann. Both defendants moved to
dismiss CoStar’s complaint for lack
of personal jurisdiction. Id. at *1-2.
Expressly concurring with the analy-

ses and conclusions in Meissner and
Field that the forum selection clause
in the TOU was reasonable, Judge
Titus found both Copier Country and
Dumann bound by the TOU. Id. at
*3-4. Judge Titus treated the longarm statute in a brief footnote, again
agreeing with Judges Chasanow and
Williams that the statute’s requirements were met. Id. at *4 n.2.

Analysis
A. Personal Jurisdiction by Consent
to Forum Selection Clause
Field is notable because the Court
concurred with the weight of authority that the act of accessing a web site
constitutes acceptance of that web
site’s TOU, including consent to personal jurisdiction and venue in a distant forum. Personal jurisdiction by
consent may be found even if the user
fails to read the TOU, so long as the
user has adequate notice that the user
is bound by those provisions. See id.
at 669 (discussing Burcham, 2009 WL
586513). In Burcham, the TOU were
available by a link on the webpage
giving rise to the user’s complaint,
and stated that they applied to all
access and use of the site. 2009 WL
586513, at *2.
The Burcham court interpreted these
terms as binding on the user even if he
had not created an account on the web
site. Id. at *4. Similarly, the Court in
Field readily found that the unauthorized passcode-sharers were bound by
CoStar’s TOU, even though they did
not access the web site through their
own accounts.
Further extending the rationale of
Field, Judge Catherine C. Blake recently
held that a user need not be presented
with the web site’s terms of use multiple times in order to be bound by a
forum selection clause contained in
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those terms. In LTVN Holdings LLC v.
Odeh, LTVN Holdings LLC (“LTVN”),
a Maryland company, offered clips
of marketing videos that a user could
embed into his own web site if the user
agreed to become a “network affiliate.”
No. CCB-09-0789, 2009 WL 3736526,
at *1 (D. Md. Nov. 5, 2009) (slip op.).
Defendant Nader Anthony Odeh,
a claims adjuster and consultant in
Louisiana, registered to become a network affiliate by clicking “register” on
LTVN’s web site after being presented
with an affiliate agreement. Id. Odeh
placed a number of LTVN’s video clips
on his web site, but allegedly removed
LTVN’s copyright notice from the clips
and passed them off as his own, in violation of the affiliate agreement. Id. at
44
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*1, *3. LTVN brought suit against Odeh
for copyright infringement, and Odeh
moved to dismiss for lack of personal
jurisdiction.
Judge Blake rejected each of Odeh’s
attempts to distinguish his case from
Field. The affiliate agreement provided
that “[a]ny action to enforce this agreement shall be brought in the federal
or state courts located in the State of
Maryland.” Id. at *3. Odeh argued that
unlike the passcode-sharers in Field, he
was not presented with the TOU on
multiple occasions over a long period
of time, but rather had clicked “register” after being presented with the
affiliate agreement only one time. The
Court held that Odeh was nonetheless
bound by “a single click,” as tradi-

tional contract principles would not
require multiple instances of assent.
See id. Judge Blake also found that the
language of the forum selection clause
in LTVN Holdings was mandatory,
although it did not state that the user
“irrevocably consent[s]” to personal
jurisdiction in Maryland, as had the
forum selection clause in Field. Id. at *4.
Because valid consideration existed for
the affiliate agreement and Odeh failed
to demonstrate that the forum selection clause was unreasonable, Odeh’s
motion to dismiss was denied. Id.
Field and LTVN Holdings illustrate
that although the analysis of personal
jurisdiction in Internet cases remains
fact-specific, a web site user’s assent to
a forum selection clause in an online
TOU poses a significant challenge to
overcome. Successfully combating any
forum selection clause – whether contained in online TOU or a traditional
paper contract – requires the defendant
to meet a “heavy burden of showing that enforcement would be unreasonable, unfair, or unjust.” Meissner,
604 F. Supp. 2d at 765 (citing M/S
Bremen v. Zapata Off-Shore Co., 407 U.S.
1, 15 (1972)) (internal quotation marks
omitted). A key element of CoStar’s
success in enforcing its TOU in Field,
Meissner, and Copier Country was its
uncontroverted contention that users
would be presented with the web site’s
TOU when they access the web site.
Because courts require evidence that
users receive adequate notice of the
TOU before users can be held bound
by those terms, the process by which
users are presented with those terms
should be clearly set forth.
Furthermore, if the web site’s TOU
provide that access constitutes acceptance of the terms, affirmative evidence that the user manifested assent
by visiting or using the web site may
be required. Web site operators should

consider their protocols for maintaining logs of web site access and of calls
for technical support, if litigation will
be a part of the web site operator’s
enforcement strategy.
B. Personal Jurisdiction Under the
Maryland Long-Arm Statute
While Judges Chasanow, Williams, and
Titus all found the defendant web site
users were bound by CoStar’s TOU,
each considered the Maryland longarm statute as an alternative basis for
denying the motions to dismiss, but
with varying depths of analyses. Judge
Chasanow analyzed the provisions of
the statute in detail and found that
Meissner satisfied the “[t]ransacts any
business or performs any character of
work or service in the State” prong of
§ 6-103(b)(1), as well as due process.
Meissner, 604 F. Supp. 2d at 766. Judge
Williams found that the passcodesharers were transacting business in
Maryland or otherwise engaging in a
persistent course of conduct to support
the Court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction over them, satisfying § 6-103(b)(1)
or (4). Field, 612 F. Supp. 2d at 670-72.
On the strength of Meissner and
Field, Judge Titus readily found §
6-103(b)(1), (3), and (4) were met.
Copier Country, 2009 WL 3247431, at
*4 n.4. Notably, the court in LTVN
Holdings simply declined to address
the issue because it considered the
forum selection clause dispositive.
2009 WL 3736526 at *4 n.3.
These cases illustrate an unmistakable trend toward increasing judicial
enforcement of forum selection clauses
in online TOU agreements according
to traditional contract principles and
concepts of reasonableness. Even if a
defendant web site user can meet the
heavy burden of showing that a forum
selection clause is unreasonable and
therefore unenforceable, the Maryland

long-arm statute may yet reach out
and pull the user into a Maryland
forum. Logs of web site access and of
calls for technical support therefore
may become critical evidentiary materials in this context. Either way, for
Internet users, the fundamental lesson
of the CoStar cases and LTVN Holdings
remains “user beware.”

Ms. Flax, a partner in the Business
Department of the law firm Saul Ewing
LLP, devotes her practice to trademark
and copyright counseling, prosecution,
and litigation. She may be reached at
sflax@saul.com. Ms. Lacey, formerly a
chemical engineer, is now an associate in
the firm’s Litigation Department, concentrating on general litigation matters. She
may be reached at slacey@saul.com.
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Rescuecom
Clarity On
Key Word
Searching?
By Jonathan Holda

T

he Internet plays a commanding role in most of
our lives. One need look

no further than the results of recent
holiday shopping as testament to
this role. Even in these uncertain
economic times, during the last
week of the holiday season, online
shopping set a new single-week
sales record of $4.8 billion. Final

Online Holiday Shopping Week
Sets $4.8 Billion Record, I4u, available at www.i4u.com/article29437.
html (last visited Jan. 19, 2010).
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Consumers increasingly rely
on search engine services to locate
goods and services on the Internet.
Companies such as Google have built
their business on supplying this service
through advertising models such as
Google’s AdWords. In 2009, Google’s
advertising revenues were in excess
of $22 billion. Google Investor Relations,
http://investor.goole.com/fin_data.
html (last visited Feb. 8, 2010).
To increase its advertising revenues, Google allows companies to
link the companies’ advertising to
the trademarks of their competitors.
Some courts in other circuits prior to
Rescuecom v. Google found this and
other types of linkage to constitute
a “use in commerce,” defined in 15
U.S.C. §1127 (Lanham Act §45) as the
“bona fide use of a mark in the ordinary course of trade ... when it is used
or displayed in the sale or advertising of services and the services are
rendered in commerce ... .” Finding
that these linkages constitute a “use
in commerce” is the first step towards
establishing infringement under 15
U.S.C. §1125(a) (Lanham Act §43(a)),
which creates liability when a party
makes “use in commerce” of a “word,
term, name, symbol or device” in
connection with services in a way
likely to cause confusion, or under
15 U.S.C. §1114 (Lanham Act §32),
which creates liability when a party
makes “use in commerce” of a registered mark in a manner likely to cause
confusion. The United States Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit had
been seen as a significant holdout to
this position.
The Rescuecom v. Google decision,
which is seen by most commentators
as a major shift in the Second Circuit’s
position in this area, threatens to
require Google to significantly revise
its advertising program. While this
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would likely have a substantial impact
on Google and its advertising revenues, it also impacts businesses that
advertise on search engines and businesses whose trademarks are linked to
competitors’ advertisements.
In Rescuecom Corp. v. Google Inc.,
562 F.3d 123 (2d Cir. 2009), the Second
Circuit considered whether the district court had erred in dismissing an
action by Rescuecom by holding that
Google’s sale of Rescuecom’s federally registered trademark as a keyword
was not a “use in commerce,” and
thus not an act that could constitute
trademark infringement. The court
vacated the district court’s holding
and remanded the case for a determination of whether such use caused
a likelihood of confusion. This holding clarified the court’s prior holding in 1-800 Contacts, Inc. v. WhenU.
com, Inc., 414 F.3d 400 (2d Cir. 2005),
regarding Internet use in commerce
of trademarks.
Rescuecom has provided computer repair and support services
under the federally registered mark
RESCUECOM® since 1998. Rescuecom
advertised over the Internet, including through Google.
Google’s search engine services
allow Internet users to search for
a variety of information, including goods and services. An Internet
user searching on Google types in a
search term. The search results that
are returned consist of links to third
party websites relating to the search
term and a brief description of the
information at each such site. The
results come in two varieties: nonsponsored and sponsored results. The
non-sponsored results are arranged in
descending order of likely relevance
based on Google’s proprietary search
algorithm.
The sponsored results are based

on Google’s context-based advertising program called “AdWords.” An
advertiser participating in AdWords
determines which search terms, or
“keywords,” Internet users associate
with the advertiser’s products, and
purchases ads that appear when users
enter these selected keywords. Google
allows wide latitude in the selection
of keywords, from terms related to
the goods or services the advertiser
provides to the name of a competitor. The sponsored ads are similar
in appearance to the non-sponsored
results in that they consist of a text
describing the advertiser’s goods or
services along with a link to the advertiser’s site.
Advertisers
participating
in
AdWords may choose their own keywords or may use Google’s Keywords
Suggestion Tool. This tool is a program that suggests keywords that are
likely used by Internet consumers to
search for goods and services of the
type provided by the advertiser, and
provides data regarding the search
volume related to such keywords.
The Keyword Suggestion Tool sometimes generates a keyword that is the
name of the advertiser’s competitor,
which is exactly what happened to
Rescuecom.
Through its Keyword Suggestion
Tool, Google was recommending the
mark RESCUECOM® to Rescuecom’s
competitors as a keyword. As a result
of Google’s recommendations, some
of Rescuecom’s competitors purchased “Rescuecom” as a keyword.
The result was that a user searching
for Rescuecom was presented with
sponsored links to these competitors.
According to Rescuecom, “when a
Google user launches a search for the
term ‘Rescuecom’ because the searcher wishes to purchase Rescuecom’s
services, links to websites of its com-

petitors will appear on the searcher’s
screen in a manner likely to cause
the searcher to believe mistakenly
that a competitor’s advertisement
(and website link) is sponsored by,
endorsed by, approved by, or affiliated with Rescuecom.” Rescuecom,
562 F.3d at 127.
The district court, relying on the
Second Circuit’s decision in 1-800
Contacts, Inc. v. WhenU.Com, Inc., 414
F.3d 400 (2d Cir. 2005), dismissed
Rescuecom’s claims in response to
Google’s 12(b)(6) motion. Examining
Google’s AdWords and Keyword
Suggestion Tool programs, the district
court noted that the sponsored advertisements of Rescuecom’s competitors
that were triggered by an Internet user’s
entry of the keyword “Rescuecom”
in Google’s search engine did not
display the RESCUECOM® mark; all
use by Google of the mark was internal to Google. As such, the district
court concluded that under 1-800,
such use by Google was not a “use
in commerce,” and did not infringe
the RESCUECOM® mark. The district
court also rejected Rescuecom’s argument that Google’s internal use of the
RESCUECOM® mark and Google’s
recommendation and sale of such
mark constituted a “use” for purposes of the Lanham Act. Rescuecom
appealed.
The Second Circuit began its de
novo review by examining the 1-800
decision that involved a defendant that
provided contextual advertising software. Once an Internet user installed
this software on a computer, the software would cause pop-up advertisements to appear that were contextually
relevant to the category of the search
terms used or websites visited by the
Internet user. The pop-up advertisements were displayed in a manner that
made it clear to the Internet user that

the defendant was the originator of
such advertisements. The 1-800 court
found that this use did not amount to
a “use in commerce” as defined in 15
U.S.C. §1127, and as such, the plaintiff
failed to establish that the defendant’s
actions amounted to infringement
under the Lanham Act.
The Second Circuit in Rescuecom
found two substantive differences
between the circumstances of 1-800
holding and Rescuecom. First, the
court noted that the 1-800 decision
hinged upon the fact that the 1-800
defendant made absolutely no use,
reproduction, or display of the 1-800
plaintiff’s mark, the search term at
issue was a website address, and “notwithstanding the similarities between
the website address and the mark, .
. . the website address was not used
or claimed by the plaintiff as a trademark.” Rescuecom, 562 F.3d at 128. In
contrast, Google specifically recommended and sold Rescuecom’s trademark to Rescuecom’s competitors.
The second difference between the
1-800 and Rescuecom is that the 1-800
court found that the 1-800 defendant
did not allow its customers to purchase keywords to trigger the advertisements at issue, and the advertisements displayed were in response
to the category associated with the
keyword entered rather than the keyword itself. The 1-800 court found
that such activity did not result in a
“use in commerce” under 15 U.S.C.
§1127. In Rescuecom, the Second
Circuit concluded that “Google’s
utilization of Rescuecom’s mark fits
literally within the terms specified
by 15 U.S.C. §1127. According to the
Complaint, Google uses and sells
Rescuecom’s mark ‘in the sale ... of
[Google’s advertising] services ... rendered in commerce.’” Rescuecom, 562
F.3d at 129 (alteration in original).

The Second Circuit next addressed
Google’s statement (which was consistent with a number of Second Circuit
district courts and supported by various amici) that under 1-800, internal
use of a third party mark within a
computer directory does not establish
use of such mark. The Second Circuit
court disagreed, noting that Google’s
use in selling Rescuecom’s mark and
recommending it to third parties as
a keyword was not an “internal use”
of Rescuecom’s mark. The court also
stated that the 1-800 decision did not
hold that an internal use of a mark
could never constitute an infringement, but simply that the particular
use before that court, which did not
rise to the level of a trademark use,
was not a “use in commerce.” The
Second Circuit also noted that adopting Google’s position would leave
search engines free to engage in additional uses of third party marks with
the intent of deceiving consumers,
such as lumping sponsored and nonsponsored links together without differentiation.
Google also raised the “product
placement” argument, likening its use
of the Rescuecom mark to situations
where off-brand goods are placed
next to more expensive goods of a
similar type branded under a third
party mark in hopes that consumers seeking the branded goods will
instead purchase the less expensive
off-brand goods. The Second Circuit
found this argument unpersuasive,
noting that it was possible for a party
to engage in product placement in an
infringing manner. For example, the
court noted that a product placement
where a consumer seeking a third
party branded good would instead
purchase the off-brand good believing that the consumer purchased
the third party branded good would
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clearly constitute infringement. In the
court’s eyes, Rescuecom’s description
of Google’s practices differed substantially from non-infringing product placement.
The Second Circuit concluded
that Google’s activities as described
in Rescuecom’s complaint constitute a “use in commerce” of
Rescuecom’s mark. The court, noting
that it remained to be seen whether
Rescuecom could also establish confusion, summarized Rescuecom’s allegations regarding Google’s practices as
follows: “[B]y the manner of Google’s
display of sponsored links of competing brands in response to a search for
Rescuecom’s brand name (which fails
to adequately identify the sponsored
link as an advertisement, rather than a
relevant search result), Google creates
a likelihood of confusion as to trademarks.” Rescuecom, 562 F.3d at 131.
The court then vacated the judgment
in favor of Google and remanded the
case for further proceedings.
The Second Circuit proceeded with
an appendix to its decision that is longer
than the actual decision. In an unusual
50
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move, this appendix was reviewed and
agreed to by the panel of judges that
had issued the 1-800 decision.
The Second Circuit began its appendix by noting that the 1-800 court had
relied on two cases from other circuits,
U-Haul Int’l, Inc. v. WhenU.com, Inc.,
279 F. Supp. 2d 723 (E.D. Va. 2003), and
Wells Fargo & Co. v. WhenU.com, Inc.,
293 F. Supp. 2d 734 (E.D. Mich. 2003),
that included claims nearly identical to
the claims in 1-800, and that involved
the same defendant. In both cases, the
courts found that use of a mark in the
manner occurring in 1-800 was not a
“use in commerce” as defined in 15
U.S.C. §1127 and thus was not actionable under the Lanham Act.
Two statutory sections were mainly
at issue in Wells Fargo and U-Haul: 15
U.S.C. §1125(a) (Lanham Act §43(a)),
which establishes infringement liability where a party makes “use in
commerce” of a “word, term, name,
symbol or device” in connection with
goods or services in a manner likely to
cause confusion, and 15 U.S.C. §1114
(Lanham Act §32), which establishes
infringement liability where a party

makes “use in commerce” of a registered mark in a manner likely to cause
confusion. Both of these courts concluded that under the §1127 (Lanham
Act §45) definition of “use in commerce,” for services, a mark is “used
in commerce only when it is used or
displayed in the sale or advertising of
services and the services are rendered
in commerce.” Rescuecom, 562 F.3d at
132 (citing Wells Fargo, 293 F. Supp.
2d at 757; U-Haul, 279 F. Supp. 2d at
727). Section 1127 currently provides
in part:
The term “use in commerce” means
the bona fide use of a mark in the
ordinary course of trade, and not made
merely to reserve a right in a mark. For
purposes of this chapter, a mark shall
be deemed to be in use in commerce—
(1) on goods when—
(A) it is placed in any manner on
the goods or their containers or the
displays associated therewith or on
the tags or labels affixed thereto,
or if the nature of the goods makes
such placement impracticable, then
on documents associated with the

goods or their sale, and
(B) the goods are sold or transported
in commerce, and
(2) on services when it is used or
displayed in the sale or advertising
of services and the services are rendered in commerce, or the services
are rendered in more than one State
or in the United States and a foreign
country and the person rendering
the services is engaged in commerce
in connection with the services.

15 U.S.C. § 1127.
The Rescuecom court, in reviewing
the text of the “use in commerce”
definition, concluded that counter to
the interpretations in Wells Fargo and
U-Haul, the definition was not intended to apply to §§1125(a) and 1114
(though, the Second Circuit specified
that regardless of this conclusion, the
holding in 1-800 was “undoubtedly
the correct result,” Rescuecom, 562 F.3d
at 131). The court based its finding
on two points within §1127 that were
not discussed by the Wells Fargo and
U-Haul courts. First, the court noted
that there is nothing within §1127 stating that these definitions are intended to apply to the defined terms in
all uses throughout the Lanham Act;
rather, the definitions are to apply
“unless the contrary is plainly apparent from the context.”
Second, the court noted that under
§1127, “‘use in commerce’ means the
bona fide use of a mark in the ordinary course of trade, and not made
merely to reserve a right in a mark.”
Application of this definition makes
sense to establish the qualifications
necessary for a mark owner to secure
a federal registration of its mark, as
it requires a party seeking a federal
trademark registration to be making

a bona fide use of its mark. However,
if this definition is applied to establish
infringing acts, it only applies to good
faith users; a bad faith user’s use is not
a “bona fide use in commerce” and
thus such a bad faith user is not liable for infringement. Since this result
“would perversely punish only the
fools while protecting the knaves,” the
court concluded that the §1127 definition of “use in commerce” was not
intended to apply to the actions of an
alleged infringer. Rescuecom, 562 F.3d
at 134. As such, the court concluded
that historical analysis of the Lanham
Act was necessary to determine how
this apparent conflict came about.
Reviewing the history of the Lanham
Act, the Second Circuit noted that
when the Lanham Act was passed in
1946, the phrase “used in commerce”
was a prerequisite for registration, but
was not a general limitation in establishing infringing acts. The Second
Circuit further noted that Congress
has consistently indicated that “use
in commerce” or “used in commerce”
was intended to apply only to the
requirements for federal registration,
and not as a limitation on the establishment of infringement. However,
after reviewing the actual statutory
text at issue, the Second Circuit concluded that revisions made to the
Lanham Act in 1962 require the interpretation that a plaintiff must prove
a defendant’s “use in commerce” to
establish infringement liability under
§1114 or §1125(a).
This matter was complicated further in 1988 when Congress added the
additional requirement to §1127 that
a “use in commerce” be a “bona fide
use.” Despite the Senate’s statement at
the time that “use of any type will be
considered in an infringement action,”
the Second Circuit concluded that the
addition of this language in §1127

created a conflict. Rescuecom, 562 F.3d
at 138 (citing S. Rep. No. 100-515,
at 45 (1988)). Specifically, since the
“bona fide use” requirement clearly
could not apply to §1114 or §1125(a),
the Second Circuit was left with two
options: (a) that the addition of the
“bona fide use” language changed the
meaning of the rest of the “use in commerce” definition such that it no longer applies to §1114 or §1125(a), or (b)
that the “bona fide use” requirement
does not apply to §1114 or §1125(a),
but the rest of §1127 does.
While the Second Circuit found
both of these interpretations unsatisfactory, it chose to follow the latter
interpretation, as this interpretation
was adopted in 1-800. The Second
Circuit specifically expressed no view
as to which interpretation it would
have adopted if not bound by precedent. However, the Second Circuit
concluded its opinion with a plea that
Congress address this conflict.
Rescuecom is consistent with an
apparent trend among the circuits
finding in favor of trademark holders
in cases involving Internet advertising. While the 1-800 holding was
not expressly overruled, Rescuecom
can be seen as a move away from
1-800, which had become the minority position on the issue of whether
using keywords for sponsored links
is a “use in commerce.” As such, the
Second Circuit has provided clarity
on this point. The Second Circuit may
also provide clarity as to whether
keyword advertising results in confusion within the Second Circuit when
its district court issues a decision in
the remand of Rescuecom; to date, few
courts have ruled on this issue.
Mr. Holda is a principal in the Intellectual
Property Group of the law firm Ober | Kaler.
He can be reached at jmholda@ober.com.
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IP Rights

Outside
of

Secular Law:
COPYRIGHT IN JUDAISM AND ISLAM
By Miriam B. Altman
The uniform protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights, defined as “a category of intangible rights protecting commercially viable products of the human intellect…
[which] comprises primarily trademark, copyright, and patent
rights…,” traces its roots to 18th century Christian Europe.
BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY, at 881 (Bryan A. Garner ed., West
Publishing Company 1990).
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With the advent and advancement of the Industrial Revolution,
the empires of Europe acknowledged
the need to promote and protect the
innovative spirit of the time through
a series of international treaties and
other national legislative safeguards.
From the Paris Convention for the
Protection of Intellectual Property of
1883 to the founding of the World
Intellectual Property Organization in
1967, most countries have appropriately prescribed the intellectual property rights of its citizen creators and
inventors.
This article discusses how Judaism
and Islam address matters of intellectual property rights, particularly
copyright, within their own systems
of jurisprudence, outside of a secular
legal framework.

Background
Judaism and Islam are based on extensive textual narratives. Both the Torah
for the Jews and the Qur’an for the
Muslims, represent an all-encompassing transmission of written beliefs,
which have long guided civil and
clerical life for its adherents.
It is not surprising those two religions so heavily dependent on writings would encounter intellectual
property concerns, particularly the
rights of authors and publishers. For
Judaism, these concerns emerged even
prior to the Industrial Revolution. For

Islam, these matters have only now
attracted substantial attention.
Under traditional Jewish law, Jewish
litigants to any dispute are required to
present their claims before a Jewish
court, or Bais Din. The Shulchan Aruch,
which represents a codification of
Jewish law, clearly states, “It is forbidden to litigate before non-Jewish
judges or in their courts…one who
litigates before them is an evildoer…”
Rabbi Yaacov Ariel, Secular Courts in
the State of Israel (visited Dec. 7, 2009)
http://www.jlaw.com/Articles/
SecularCourts.html.
The rationale for this prohibition is
that litigating in secular court is tantamount to a public declaration that a
secular system of justice is preferable
to a divinely mandated one. Most
major traditional Jewish communities
throughout the world have a Bais Din.
In order to bring a claim or dispute to
a secular court, the litigant must first
obtain the permission of a Bais Din.
Conversely, Muslim litigants can
bring their disputes before secular
courts, without the need for a dispensation, particularly if the secular courts
are not contrary to the Shari’ah (Islamic
law), in cases of necessity, or if there
are no Shari’ah courts available.
Muslims are still encouraged to
have their disputes settled in Shari’ah
courts, in accordance with the
Qur’anic dictate,“…if you differ in
anything amongst yourselves, refer
it to Allah (God) and His Messenger

(Muhammad)…That is better and
more suitable for final determination.”
Sheikh Muhammed Salih al-Munajjid,
Referring for Judgement to Courts of
Man-Made Law in Cases of Necessity
(visited Jan. 11, 2010) http:www.islamqa.com/en/ref/92650/courts.
In more recent times, the Shari’ah has
been recognized in Western countries
with secular legal systems. In Britain
for example, “a new network of courts
in five major cities is hearing cases
where Muslims involved agree to be
bound by traditional Shari’ah law,” and
the decisions of these courts “can then
be enforced by the county courts of the
High Court.” Mathew Hickley, Islamic
Sharia Courts in Britain are Now Legally
Binding (last updated Sept. 15, 2008)
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/
article-1055764/Islaimic-sharia-courtsBritian-legally-binding.html.
The Muslim Arbitration Tribunal in
the United Kingdom is one example
of a Shari’ah court, which even hears
disputes between non-Muslims who
agree to be bound by the Shari’ah.

Copyright in Judaism
Authorship
The teaching and dissemination of the
Talmud has always been paramount in
Judaism. The primary concern for rabbis and Jewish leaders throughout the
generations was the perpetuation of traditional Judaism through Torah study.
Early safeguards, for what could
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be considered intellectual property,
were only concerned with “ascription
of authorship, rather than upon proprietary rights.” J. DAVID BLEICH,
CONTEMPORARY
HALAKHIC
PROBLEMS, VOLUME II, at 121 (Ktav
Publishing House, Inc., 1983). To provide for accurate transmission of religious tradition, the focus was on ensuring authors of religious viewpoints were
cited properly and given due credit.
There was even an admonishment
that, “one who does not repeat a matter
in the name of the person who said it
transgresses…” See Id. at 122. As long
as a person gave credit to authors and
scholars, those works could be freely
and often repeated and reproduced
and there was no theft or copyright
infringement.
Many rabbinic authorities further
believed that there was “no ownership regarding a thought, composition
or invention.” HALACHA BERURAH
VOLUME 9, ISSUE 4, COPYRIGHT
IN HALACHA. In fact, there was
an expectation that scholars were to
make their knowledge, and even their
personal libraries, available to others
for the perpetuation of Torah study.
Scholarship was to serve the general good, and not to be a source
of financial benefit for authors. This
view was to evolve as publishing and
authorship became more widespread
in the Jewish world.
Law of the Torah
Rabbis and poseks (adjudicators of
questions related to Jewish law), began
addressing copyright matters as early
as the 16th century. Publishing in those
days was an expensive undertaking.
Copies of the Talmud (a collection of
ancient rabbinic writings central to
Jewish religious authority) and the
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Siddur (prayer book) were published
with the intent of dissemination to
Jewish communities.
Published religious works contained
three rabbinic approvals that the publisher was worthy to publish the stated
religious works, and came with a ban
for a certain period of time and for a
specific location against other competing publications and publishers.
The necessity of the rabbinic approvals and corresponding bans stemmed
from a famous publishing dispute. In
1550, Rabbi Meir Katzenellenbogen of
Padua, Italy (the “Maharam”) published an edition of the Mishneh Torah,
a code of Jewish religious law. Another
publisher, Marcantonio Justinian,
immediately published another edition of this work at a lower cost.
Rabbi Moshe Isserles, one of the
leading rabbis of the time, subsequently placed a ban on the purchase by
any persons of the Justinian Mishneh
Torah. The stated rationale for such a
ban stemmed from the Jewish judicial principal of Hasagas Gevul, or
unfair trade practices. The concern
was that the second publisher would
profit at the expense of the Maharam
and take away his customers. Thus,
“…bans…were aimed at protecting
not the author’s creativity, but the
economic viability of the publisher.”
Rabbi Israel Schneider, Jewish Law and
Copyright (visited December 2, 2009)
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.
org/jsource/Judaism/copyright.html.
Ultimately, the concern for the
finances of a publisher stemmed from a
desire to preserve Jewish tradition. If a
publisher was unsure about a return on
investment, there would be no incentive to publish holy works, which could
result in the devastation of Jewish religious life. Therefore, “bans were not

issued primarily out of concern for the
financial loss of the publishers, but to
ensure the perpetuation of [the] Torah.”
HALACHA BERURAH, supra.
The equivalent of copyright protection for authors followed later. During
the early 19th century, Rabbi Mosher
Sofer (the “Chasam Sofer”) ruled in
favor of one Rabbi Wolf Heidenheim
of Roedelheim, Germany, who edited
and printed a nine-volume set of the
Roedelheim Siddur and Machzor (High
Holidays prayer book). The rabbis in
Germany had granted him a 25-year
ban against copying by others of his
work, and one Jewish publishing
house in another city did not comply
with this ban and published a similar
work. The Chasam Sofer’s rationale
in upholding the ban was based on,
“One who has expended effort in
the attainment of a certain state…is
legally entitled to the ensuing profits.”
Schneider, supra.
Similarly, Rabbi Yosef Shaul
Nathanson (the “Sho’el U’meishiv”),
a leading Polish Rabbi and posek, in a
mid -1850s publishing dispute, ruled
that a purchaser of exclusive rights
to a certain work could forbid others from publishing that work. The
Sho’el U’meishiv held that “one who
composes an original work has rights
to it forever and can restrict others
from reproducing it.” HALACHA
BERURAH, supra.
Safeguarding the copyright rights
of an author was now firmly established in Jewish jurisprudence.
Contemporary copyright matters
under Jewish law focus more on copying the works of others as opposed to
producing a competing product, as
Jewish thought and tradition today
are widely distributed electronically
through tapes, CDs, DVDs and books.

Modern-day rabbis, including the
late Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, a leading
posek of North American Orthodox
Jewry, have consistently upheld the
right of an author to forbid others
from copying his/her work, particularly in the case of rabbis and scholars
distributing their lectures and sermons electronically.
Rabbi Feinstein confirmed, “The
actual composition contained on the
tape…was never sold and remains in
the possession of the producer.” See id.
The only caveat is such composition
must have some market value to be
protected.
Law of the Land
Even under the assumption that traditional Jewish law does not acknowledge intellectual property rights and
that matters of the mind are meant
solely to promote religion, Rabbi
Yosef Karo, a 16th century Rabbi and
author of the Shulchan Aruch, believed
Jews had to recognize and obey the
law of the land in accordance with the
dictum, “Dina de’Malchusa Dina,” literally, “the law of the land is the law.”
Therefore, “all authorship rights
provided to an author under civil law
are recognized by Torah law as valid
and binding.” Schneider, supra.

Copyright in Islam
Knowledge as Common Property
As with Judaism, holy writings and
literature transmitted the message of
Islam throughout the Muslim world.
Islamic jurisprudence was governed
by the Shari’ah, which “successive
generations of jurists developed…
into an elaborate system of jurisprudence, as well as substantive law.”
BERNARD LEWIS & BUNTZIE

ELLIS CHURCHILL, ISLAM: THE
RELIGION AND THE PEOPLE, at 30
(Wharton School Publishing, 2009).
This was particularly true with the
Sunni branch of Islam, the largest
branch of Islam which developed four
schools of law.
In addition to the Qur’an, Islam rests
on the Hadith, a chain of transmission
from the prophet Muhammad, which
represents a “vast body of saying
concerning…all of human life and
every aspect of thought…as they pertain to the Islamic universe.” SEYYED
HOSSEIN NASR, ISLAM: RELIGION,
HISTORY AND CIVILIZATION, at 57
(HarperCollins Publishers, 2003).
Historically, the concept of intellectual property in Islam was based
more on moral and not financial
considerations. Islam was very particular about “giving due credit for
knowledge,” but this was done in
the context of “acknowledging the
source of information, or the chain of
transmitters through which information was handed down through the
generations in the form of Hadith preservation and authentication.” Sajjad
Chowdry, Intellectual Property Rights
in Islam (Mar. 6, 2006) http://www.
dinarstandard.com/management/
IPinIslam020306.htm.
As with Judaism, the Islamic
approach to copyright protection was
focused exclusively on ensuring the
exact transmission of the tenets and
values of Islam, and not protecting the
economic rights of the author.
To safeguard such transmission,
as early as the 8th century CE, there
existed a system of Ijazah (certificate of
permission), whereby “any copy of a
book had to be authorized by the original author who personally taught the
book to his students who were there-

by authorized to narrate and transmit
the text and to hold a copy.” Chowdry,
supra. Knowledge was something to
be shared with the entire Islamic community as an almost religious obligation, and not as a monopoly or profitmaking endeavor.
Today, Islamic scholars and muftis (professional jurists who interpret
Muslim law) hold varying views with
regard to the matter of intellectual property, as “an issue that has come about
only recently in this century.” Sheikh
Muhammad Baazmool, Copyrights on
Translations and Research, Other Matters
Related to Intellectual Property Rights
in Islam (visited Dec. 6, 2009) http://
www.bakkah.net/interactive/q&a/
aamb080-copyrights-translations-intellectual-property.htm.
Prior to this century, Islamic contract
law mainly governed matters of intellectual property rights and any conditions on the sale of a product, such as
intellectual property restrictions, were
excluded as being contrary to Islamic
law. Just as a purchaser had the right
to own what he bought, he likewise
had the right to dispose freely of what
he bought. “Therefore, there is no such
thing in Islam as protection of publishing rights, copyrights and patents..
they are permissible rights.” ADNAN
KHAN ET AL., ISLAM IN THE 21ST
CENTURY at 31(Sept. 26, 2009).
Many traditional scholars maintain
that knowledge is common property
or owned by God. This is based on the
Hadith that “Wisdom is the lost property of a believer, it is his, wherever
he may find it.” Dr. Muzzammil H.
Siddiqi, Is there Copyright Law in Islam?
(updated Aug. 24, 2002) http://www.
islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?cid
=1119503545794&pagename=IslamO
nline-English-Ask_Scholar/FatwaE/
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FatwaEAskTheScholar. Under this
premise, intellectual property rights
under Islam would be not be afforded
the same types of protection afforded
under secular law.
While tangible property was given
high regard and protection in Islam
in accordance with a farewell sermon from the prophet Muhammad,
“Verily your blood, your property
are as sacred… as the sacredness of
this day of yours,” traditional scholars do not necessarily equate intellectual property with tangible property. Chowdy, supra. They maintain
that once a scholar or inventor possesses his knowledge, it belongs to
him. Once that knowledge becomes
known to others, that knowledge no
longer belongs to the original owner.
ADNAN KHAN ET AL., supra.
Some Islamic sources go as far as
to affirm there is no copyright in
Islam. One Islamic website that offers
rulings on copyright matters clearly
allows all resources available on that
site to be distributed freely without
permission. Sheikh Feiz Muhammad,
No Copyright in Islam (visited Dec.
2, 2009) http://islambase.info/index.
php?option=com_content&task=view
&id=533&Itemid=202.
Other scholars maintain that intellectual property never existed practically in Islam. It is viewed solely
as a secular western invention and
incompatible with Islamic world.
An Indonesian attorney and lecturer
Mohamad Mova Al’ Afghani took
strong issue with a fatwa (religious ruling) of the Indonesian Ulemas Council
(religious council), which concluded
intellectual property violations were
violations of God’s law. Al Afghani
maintains intellectual property is not
“a form of property that is protected
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under Islamic law,” since intellectual
property is not an “Islamic legal concept.” Mohamad Moya Al’Afghani,
Ulema Edict on IPR Could be Misleading
(updated Aug. 15, 2005) http://
www.ipfrontline.com/depts/article.
asp?id=5185&deptid=6.
Knowledge as Protected Property
Many contemporary Islamic scholars
maintain that Islam can be reconciled
with intellectual property protection as
promulgated in secular legal systems.
These scholars look to sources from
the Qur’an and Hadiths, whereby intellectual property is considered a contractual obligation, and falls within a
category of protected tangible property. These Islamic sources include:
(i) “Muslims are to honor their
agreements;”
(ii) “”O you who believe! Fulfill
your obligations;”
(iii) “A Muslim’s wealth is forbidden for others to use without his
permission;” and
(iv)“Whoever is first to acquire
a thing is more entitled to it.”
Chowdry, supra.
One such Islamic scholar, Professor
Dr. ‘Abdul-Karim Zaydan, maintains
that “according to the majority of
jurists… useful things constitute property [and]…it has become a convention to regard intellectual production,
including writing and compilation, as
useful things that have financial value,
and in turn the author has a financial
right…to his work.” Chowdry, supra.
Likewise, a fatwa of the late Sheikh
Abd Al-‘Aziz Bin Baz equated intellectual property infringement with stealing. Chowdry, supra. Another promi-

nent scholar, Shaykh Muhammad
Baazmool, professor at UmmAlQuraa University in Makkah (Meccca,
Saudia Arabia) ruled that with respect
to copyright rights, “Islam calls to the
preservation of these kinds of rights,
to uphold them and to not transgress.”
Baazmool, supra.
Finally, national and international
bodies can issue rulings on Islamic
jurisprudence, known as Fiqh.
In its fifth session, the International
Islamic Fiqh Academy, held in Kuwait
in December, 1988, determined clearly
that, “Copyrights…are protected by
the Shari’ah; their holders are entitled to dispose of them, and they
should not be violated.” Islamic
Fiqh Academy, Islam and Intellectual
Property (updated Jul 1, 2009) http://
www.islamonline.net/servlet/
Satellite?pagename=IslamOnlineEnglish-Ask_Scholar%2FFatwa
E%2FFatwaEAskTheScholar&ci
d=1245846046681.
While the Fiqh Council of North
America has “not deliberated on this
matter,” according to Islamic scholar,
Dr. Muzammil Siddiqi, former president of the Islamic Society of North
America, “most are in agreement
that what someone creates, he has a
right to.” Telephone interview with
Dr. Muzammil Siddiqi (Dec. 7, 2009).
The matter of “knowledge as common
property,” according to Dr. Siddiqi,
“encourages Muslims to learn, but
also respect the laws of ownership.”
Siddiqi, supra.
As with Jewish scholars, Islamic
scholars today who distribute their
lectures and religious commentaries
via electronic or other mediums can
generally be assured of copyright protection under Islamic law.

The
Conclusion
While many of the world’s legal systems swiftly addressed intellectual
property matters among its nationals on the heels of the Industrial
Revolution, Islam and Judaism maintained their own distinct approaches.
Both Judaism and Islam initially
viewed knowledge and the dissemination of holy writings as outside
the sphere of copyright protection,
and solely as a tool for the continuance and spread of their respective
religions.
This paradigm shifted first in
Judaism in the 16th century, with publishers seeking economic protection
to disseminate their religious works,
followed by authors seeking similar
redress. Today, Jewish jurisprudence
is basically in strict compliance with
the intellectual property protections
available in secular courts.
Islam oversaw the challenges of
intellectual property rights only in
more recent times, and the consensus
of many Islamic jurists is that intellectual property protection should be
provided as it is provided under secular laws. However, significant dissenting opinions continue to exist within
Islam on this matter.
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Court

Reforms to
Enhance
Access
to
Justice System
By Janet Stidman Eveleth
While equal justice under the law
rings out in the U.S. Constitution
and the Bill of Rights, reality is singing a different tune for millions of
Americans who do not have access to
this nation’s court system, and thus
equal justice. Today, there are over
one million indigent Marylanders who
do not have access to the legal assistance they so desperately need and
their ranks are swelling as government subsidized resources diminish.
In Maryland, this situation has been
exacerbated by severe cuts in state
funding and a considerable loss in
IOLTA revenue which has devastated
the state’s civil legal services system.
Thus, sweeping reforms, some greatly
impacting Maryland lawyers, have
been proposed to address this crisis.
After a yearlong probe of the efficacy of the state’s justice system in
meeting the needs of its citizens,
the Judiciary’s Maryland Access to
Justice Commission (AJC) has found
“legal services funding in Maryland
to be inadequate, and access to the
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courts insufficient, for the lowincome.” AJC’s assessment, a twopronged methodology, is based on
the work of six committees as well as
input from stakeholders and citizens
attending a series of statewide public
forums. In its Fall 2009 Interim Report
& Recommendations, AJC proposed 62
recommendations to address the legal
services crisis, some of which significantly affect Maryland lawyers.
Those particularly impacting law
practitioners hail from the Access &
Delivery of Legal Services Committee:
(1) an increase in the attorney registration fee collected by the Client
Protection Fund to fund civil legal
services; (2) an increase in the filing
fee surcharge for all civil cases by
a reasonable amount to fund civil
legal services; and (3) endorsement of
the a general fee-shifting provision to
promote access to justice through an
award of attorney’s fees for individuals successfully enforcing their rights
under Maryland law.
This package of proposed reforms

was submitted to the Court of Appeals
in November 2009, and AJC is now
following up on many of the proposals. It plans to publish a final report
with more specific recommendations
this fall.

Background
In the summer of 2008, Maryland,
along with the rest of the nation, began
sliding into one of the deepest recessions in modern time. This economic
downturn hit all facets of society and
wreaked havoc on the civil legal services delivery system for the indigent. As
the need of low-income Marylanders
escalated, the middle-class also started
feeling the pinch. Many joined the
ranks of the needy as they lost their
jobs and, in some cases, their homes.
Ironically, at a time when the need
for legal services soared, state funding was cut by 20 percent and IOLTA
revenue fell 70 percent. The result was
more “have-nots” and fewer legal aid
resources to support them.

This legal services landscape
prompted Chief Judge Robert M. Bell
of the Court of Appeals of Maryland to
create the Maryland Access to Justice
Commission in October 2008, charging
it with the task of enhancing the quality of justice for all citizens, expanding access to justice with respect to
civil rights matters and overseeing the
protection and rights the law provides
to Marylanders. He appointed retired
Judge Irma S. Raker, Court of Appeals
of Maryland, as the Chair and Judge
Ben Clyburn, Chief Judge of the District
Court of Maryland, as the Vice Chair.
AJC was actually conceived in
2007 when a Work Group on SelfRepresentation in the Maryland
Courts recommended an umbrella
organization with a broad, multidisciplinary, statewide perspective to
serve as a conduit and build a collaborative coalition of partners. This
entity would oversee the state’s legal
services delivery system and create
an effective implementation strategy
for undertaking key justice initiatives.
As envisioned, a “Court Commission”
would examine the respective roles
of the legal services delivery system,
attorneys, and agencies serving the
public and their interaction with each
other and court users.
The Chief Judge directed the 45-member AJC, consisting of Maryland judicial
leaders, elected officials, state government representatives, Maryland State
Bar Association leaders, legal services
providers and faith groups to “develop, consolidate, coordinate and implement policy initiatives to enhance the
quality of justice in civil legal matters
for persons who encounter barriers
in gaining access to Maryland’s civil
justice system.” Its initial thrust was to
expand access to the state’s civil justice
system and its next focus will be safety,
accessibility and the convenience of

Maryland courts, the needs of selfrepresented litigants and such barriers
as language, literacy and culture.
The Commission serves as the
focal point for a number of initiatives,
including self-help centers, forms and
resource development to aid court
users, initiatives to support the state’s
legal services delivery system including pro bono activities, as well as innovations to help court users overcome
language, literacy, and other barriers
in accessing the civil justice system.
Ultimately, it will examine all aspects
of the present court system as well as
the court’s working relationship with
all of its partners then craft a realistic vision of access to civil justice in
Maryland today.
The first tier of AJC’s probe was
channeled through its six key committees, each assigned a specific area
to explore:
• Safety, Accessibility and
Convenience
Committee:
enhancing the safety, accessibility and convenience of the
courts and justice system for
all;
• Access & Delivery of Legal
Services Committee: supporting the legal services delivery
system;
• SRL Committee: assisting selfrepresented litigants;
• Critical Barriers Committee:
addressing critical barriers to
justice for those with language,
literacy, and cultural differences;
• Public Information Committee:
promoting public information
about the civil justice system;
• Definitions & Standards
Committee: articulating what

access to justice for all should
mean in Maryland and identifying ways to measure the impact
of the commission’s work.
The second tier focused on public feedback gathered at a series of
statewide “listening events” which
commenced in June 2009 and concluded last month. Through these public
forums, held in various geographic
corners of the state, AJC garnered
input from members of the public
reflecting diverse ethnicities and cultures. It plans to craft a meaningful
public voice reflecting the views of a
broad range of Marylanders.

Report and
Recommendations
The Interim Report & Recommendations of
the Maryland Access to Justice Commission
http://www.mdcourts.gov/mdatjc/
pdfs/interimreport111009.pdf, largely
contains the preliminary findings of
the AJC’s six committees. Each of the
62 recommendations hails from a specific committee report.

Access & Delivery of Legal
Services Committee
Initially, this Committee documents
what the legal services community
has long known - only 20 percent of
the low-income’s civil legal problems
are currently being met by lawyers,
meaning 80 percent are unmet. On top
of this, the 08-09 recession devastated
the state’s economy and with it, funding for civil legal services.
IOLTA (Interest on Lawyer Trust
Accounts), the state’s primary funding mechanism supporting Maryland
Legal Services Corporation’s 35
legal services providers, dropped by
a record 70 percent, forcing major
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cutbacks in services to the poor.
Compounding this was the severe
cut in state funding for legal services
due to the serious State of Maryland
budget crisis. This set the stage for
Maryland’s legal services crisis.
Thus, recommendations hailing
from this Committee advocate measures to supplement legal services
funding. These are critically important
to Maryland lawyers who are sure to
feel the impact.

Filing Fee Surcharge
First, to compensate for this loss of
revenue, the Committee recommended
another increase in the filing fee surcharge. Essentially, a surcharge is an
add-on to a fee already in place to file
a civil case in circuit and/or district
court, with the revenue specifically earmarked for the Maryland Legal Services
Corporation (MLSC) to fund civil legal
services for the indigent. Historically,
a filing fee surcharge is one of the best
funding mechanisms to boost legal services funding in volatile times.
A $2 surcharge for all district court
cases passed the Legislature in 1998,
along with a $10 surcharge for all
circuit court cases, generating $2.3
million for civil legal services. In 2004,
a $25 filing fee surcharge on all circuit
court cases was passed by the General
Assembly, increasing legal services
funding in the state by $4.9 million.
Legislation before the 2010 Maryland
General Assembly calls for a circuit
court filing fee hike of $45, up from $25
to $70 per case. In district court, it calls
for a $5 jump in summary ejectment
cases, up from $5 to $10, and a $10
climb for all other cases, going from
$10 to $20 for all other district court
cases. Passage of this surcharge should
engender close to $8.5 million for legal
services to the indigent.
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Attorney Registration Fee
Plus, an attorney registration fee,
i.e. an increase of roughly $100 in the
current annual Client Protection Fund
assessment paid by all Maryland attorneys every July, is also recommended
to boost legal services funding. A general fee-shifting provision as a means
of promoting access to justice through
an award of attorney’s fees for individuals successfully enforcing their
rights is also proposed, as are a jump
in state funding, ideal but unrealistic, and a principle that low-income
Marylanders have the right to counsel
in civil matters at public expense.

Fee-shifting Provisions
Finally, the Committee is supporting
fee-shifting provisions in Maryland,
equivalent to those at the federal level,
that permit individuals prevailing in
court to obtain attorneys fees. It is
advocating the principle of a general
fee-shifting provision to promote access
to justice through an award of attorney’s fees for individuals successfully
enforcing their rights under Maryland
law of Maryland’s Constitution.

Critical Barriers Committee
Of the 35 proposals hailing from this
body, many addressed the needs of
the disabled, seniors, children and the
language impaired as well as outreach
support services. Recommendations
ranged from web-based materials,
tech support and better access to
courts for the disabled to enhanced
training of court personnel to better support populations with special
needs. Additional outreach services,
targeted materials and ADR services for seniors, children, families and
foster care recipients were advocated, as were interpreter and translator

services and the promotion of unbundled services.

Safety, Accessibility and
Convenience Committee
Many of this Committee’s proposals
zeroed in on the physical aspects of
courthouses, recommending everything from better security, parking,
maps, lighting, signage and information kiosks in the lobbies to training for court personnel and enhanced
website information for the public.
Recommendations regarding the availability of public information extend to
additional brochures, materials and
phone-based information catering to
court users.

Self Represented Litigants
Committee
This Committee sees the expansion of
attorneys engaging in limited scope
practice as a way more low and moderate-income Marylanders can afford
counsel. This would allow attorneys
and clients to decide together what
tasks a lawyer will provide and what
tasks the client will handle, with it all
documented in a retainer agreement.
So the Committee is encouraging
attorneys to explore ways to expand
their practices to ethically serve those
who might otherwise not be able to
afford legal services.
Additionally, it is supporting the
collection of data on self-represented
litigants to determine their precise
needs with respect to access to justice
and to this end, developed a survey as
the means of acquiring the information. It also advocates the expansion
of self-help centers in circuit courts as
well as their creation in district court,
plus the consolidation of all courthouse services for at-risk populations.

Public Information
Committee
This Committee is pursuing a public
education campaign to create awareness about the critical shortage of
funding for the state’s civil legal services system. It recommends a collaborative education plan involving
all stakeholders in the legal services
arena to launch a “Maryland Access
to Justice Day” during the Maryland
legislative session.

Definitions & Standards
Committee
Although no specific recommendations arose from this Committee, it
reviewed previous state legal needs
studies in its quest to first, define
“access to justice” and second, identify benchmarks and measurements
to ultimately promote better access to
justice in Maryland.

Public Input
In addition to its committee work,
ACJ conducted a series of ten “listening events” in various geographic
locations across the state to learn firsthand about the public’s experiences
as court users. The audience consisted
of stakeholders, advocates, stakeholders, legal services providers, some
bringing their clients, and members of
the public. These open public forums
enabled ACJ to glean various ethnicities’ and cultures’ views of the state’s
court system.
Although ACJ heard from different sets of voices in different parts
of the state, it discovered that, in a
general sense, the key issues emerging
from the testimony were consistent.
“The people who spoke were grateful to have the opportunity to come
and tell their stories,” reports Pamela

Cardullo Ortiz, Executive Director
of the Maryland Access to Justice
Commission, who personally found
the testimony compelling.
“We heard about how there are few
places to turn when looking for legal
assistance,” she continued, “the lack
of legal services programs and the fact
that there is nowhere to turn when
someone cannot afford counsel.” This
was especially true in family law cases,
and ACJ repeatedly heard about “the
pain experienced in protracted family law matters as well as the entire
family justice system.” Problems with
interpreters, their availability and their
actual communication also emerged
as a key concern.
Valuable feedback was also attained
from attorneys, especially those
serving the low-income, who are in
court everyday. “They offered practical reflections on the actual issues
and obstacles people face in court,
and these were substantive insights,”
stresses Ortiz. “It is a challenge for
people to just try and figure out what
is happening in the courtroom and in
the process, especially given the high
volume dockets where things happen
quickly and there are a large number
of people.”
Through the public’s perspective,
ACJ clearly looked at the big picture and
gained a broader scope of the problems
Marylanders face as users of the court.
What it learned is that “everybody’s
case matters,” Ortiz stresses. She feels
these public assemblies have initiated
“a statewide conversation about the
key issues. The listening process has
been healthy for Maryland’s civil justice system as it shows that it is open.”
ACJ has listened and it has heard. It
has now collected the views of a broad
range of Marylanders and hopes to
craft a meaningful public voice as it
compiles this feedback.

Status of Reforms
Currently, each AJC Committee is
scrutinizing the recommendations
which fall into its respective arena to
plot out the next steps, many of which
will involve the court’s justice partners. Action has already been taken on
a few. In addition to the filing fee surcharge legislation, the Judicial Institute
has recommended its “Judicial Role in
Maryland Fee-Shifting Statute” course
for all state judges and it will be instituted in October 2011.
The Self Represented Litigants
Committee has published a white
paper supporting the development of
limited scope representation to allow
attorneys to deliver high quality legal
services to well-prepared clients. It
advocates this as a way for the client
and lawyer to jointly decide the tasks
most appropriate for the lawyer to
perform and those the client will handle, clearly documented in a retainer
agreement. It has also launched, and
is monitoring, its first court self-help
center, which opened its doors in Glen
Burnie last December.

Conclusion
As AJC pursues equal justice in
Maryland, it will be piloting innovations to enhance access to the courts
as it identifies and addresses critical
barriers to the state’s legal system.
Working collaboratively with its justice partners, ACJ will follow-up on
its 62 recommendations to expand
opportunities and services for all court
users. Ultimately, it hopes to strengthen public trust and confidence in the
courts and the legal system.
Janet Stidman Eveleth is the Director of
Communications for the Maryland State
Bar Association and the Editor of the
Maryland Bar Journal.
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q Law and Literature Series

Truth in
Fiction
and
Law
By James M. Kramon

Lawyers who read fiction must think
about truth in several ways.
Despite the lofty purport of the
oath taken by witnesses in legal proceedings – “to tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth” –
lawyers do not always deal with truth
in a holistic way. Lawyers are advocates for clients. When “the whole
truth” does not serve a client’s needs
(which is frequently so), we may
deconstruct the truth and reassemble
it selectively. This requires separating
elements of the truth which, when
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seamlessly reconstructed to form a
new whole, may present a reality
that never was. The “best” lawyers,
those most sought by clients and most
generously compensated, are often
remarkably good at this. If they were
not practicing law, they would doubtless make fine alchemists.
Truth in fiction is different. Fiction
does not begin with the premise that
people and situations are presented in
accord with reality. To say that something is a work of fiction is to announce
that its characters and events are

unreal, that they are creations of the
author’s imagination. The domain of
fiction, by the reality-based standard
of law, is untruth, people and events
that never were. Empirical untruth is
intrinsic to fiction; empirical untruth
in law results from crafty use of the
legal process.
It would be absurd, however, to
conclude that writers of fiction are not
concerned about truth. The measure
of truth in fiction (and in creative
endeavors generally) is not empirical truth, as it is for lawyers. Truth

in fiction is subjective, an allegiance
to what is required by the story itself
rather than the exigencies of advocacy. Pablo Picasso’s pithy observation that “Art is a lie that makes us
realize truth” applies to fiction as well
as visual art.
Unlike witnesses in legal proceedings, the characters created by fiction
writers are not held to “the truth” and
“nothing but the truth.” Within the
constraints of their craft, however,
fiction writers must meet the second
requirement of the oath witnesses

take; they must tell “the whole truth.”
Works of fiction require writers to
present situations and characters that
are complete, that are realistic to readers. Truth in the imagined world of
fiction aspires to reality. Truth in the
real world of law is often determined
by the needs of clients. Although it
has been said that people read fiction
to “escape” reality, many lawyers I
know (myself included) read fiction to
engage reality.
The requirements of truth that satisfy the subjective constraints of fic-

tion writers differ from those faced by
lawyers. Our clients are often better
served by presenting themselves and
their activities with less than full candor. Depending upon a lawyer’s view
of “the limits of advocacy,” lawyers
may take refuge in the license for
distortion of empirical truth afforded
by the “adversarial process” rationale.
This rationale, specious at times, suggests that when lawyers on both sides
of a controversy have a thumb on the
scales of truth, the process of legal
truth-seeking is balanced. Lawyers
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are thus unshackled from the solitary
truth-seeking burden borne by writers
of fiction.
The legal process qualifies its tolerance of the disintegration of truth
through the concept of “fraud.” Fraud
in legal matters includes not only
providing false information but also
failing to provide sufficient information to present the essence of a matter.
The concept of fraud recognizes that
inchoate truth may be tantamount to
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untruth. It is law’s recognition that
meaningful truth partakes of the need
for holism, the need to integrate – as
in a good work of fiction – relevant
pieces of information.
There was a time when law and
fiction did not pursue different paths
to truth. For centuries truth in both
law and fiction was founded upon
belief in a cosmology. Early American
lawyers inherited the English concept
that law is discovered, not manufactured. (See generally Blackstone, Sir
William, Commentaries on the Laws
of England (1765); The University of
Chicago Press (1979)). They explored
the landscape of law as one might
explore the topography of an alien
land. Verities, whatever they might
be, were not susceptible of alteration
because they were not found in the
known world.
Similarly, early American fiction writers found truth in a spiritual order. E.L. Doctorow describes
Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick (1851)
as a “procession of ideational events”
constituting “a kind of cosmology... .”
(Doctorow, E.L., Composing MobyDick: What might have happened, The
Kenyon Review, New Series Vol.
XXVI. No. 3 55, 63 (2004)). Melville
was not concerned about empirical
truth for its own sake. Every detail
in Moby-Dick, from Ahab’s stump to
the great white whale to the sea itself,
is a metaphor for universal truth.
The novel relentlessly pursues cosmic
truths as the Pequod relentlessly pursues the leviathan.
A pair of intellectual tsunamis in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries fractured the ability of lawyers
and fiction writers to rely upon the
concept of universal truths. Oliver
Wendell Holmes, writing at the dawn
of the Industrial Revolution, radically
changed the nature of law’s search

for truth. Holmes, in the most influential jurisprudential treatise ever
written by an American, redefined
law “as a human institution born of
human needs, not as a conceptual
structure shaped by the ordinances
of metaphysics and logic.” (Holmes,
Oliver Wendell, The Common Law
(1881); Harvard University Press
(1963) (Introduction by Mark DeWolfe
Howe)). Holmes envisioned law as
evolving in light of scientific and technological knowledge and not as the
product of philosophical ideas.
By introducing the concept of manmade law, Holmes unwittingly put
the reins of the truth-seeking buggy
squarely in the hands of lawyers who,
ever-ensnared by clients, increasingly
found truth’s new malleability hospitable to their needs. By the end of
World War II, America having survived the Great Depression and conquered fascist efforts across both its
oceans, American lawyers had become
giddy with the belief that truths could
be whatever they wanted.
In an increasingly industrialized and
arms-length society, law’s traditional
reliance on understandings of people
no longer worked. Contracts could no
longer be predicated upon a “meeting
of the minds,” as in inherited English
law, since in many instances parties
no longer met. In matters involving
legal fault, it became impossible, in
the absence of intimacy, to tell what
a party did or did not intend to do.
Modernity dislodged the predicates of
law’s long-standing reliance on determinism as the touchstone of rights
and responsibilities.
Post-industrial law needed an objective measure of truth and it found it in
the “reasonable man” concept. This
sweeping hypothesis, which came
to apply in virtually every aspect of
American civil law, was a whole-

sale abandonment of law’s efforts to
understand motivations of specific
people. The “reasonable man” standard asks only what a hypothetical
typical person would have understood and intended. It eschews concern for what is or is not in the minds
of particular individuals.
While lawyers struggled to accommodate legal principles to new technologies, especially the social upheaval that accompanied the railroad (See
Levy, Leonard W., The Law of the
Commonwealth and Chief Justice Shaw,
Harvard University Press (1957)),
writers of fiction struggled to accommodate the revolution that was occurring in psychology. Although not the
first to explain the unconscious, its
signal protagonist was, of course, the
Austrian neurologist Sigmund Freud.
Freud’s theories opened pathways for
exploring the unconscious, particularly through dreams. (Freud, Sigmund,
The Interpretation of Dreams, Franz
Deuticke (1899)).
Unlike lawyers, the “whole truth”
demanded of fiction writers by the
new teachings of psychology precluded them from objectifying people’s
behavior and required them to recognize the perplexities and idiosyncrasies of imperfect people. The art
of fiction found no safe haven in the
hypothetical (and, ironically, fictional) world of the “reasonable” man.
As American lawyers moved outward
on the crest of science and technology,
writers of fiction such as Joyce, Proust
and Virginia Woolf moved inward to
explore the unconscious limitations
of people. By the time American lawyers had convinced themselves that
they were masters of the universe,
fiction writers, as William Faulkner
famously remarked, were grappling
with the “experiences of the human
heart.” (Faulkner, Fant and Ashley,

Faulkner at West Point, Random House
(1964)).
There is no better example of how
law and fiction differ in the pursuit
of truth than James Joyce’s Ulysses
(1922). Ulysses, now a fixture of the
literary canon, was censored in its
original serial form in both the United
States and the United Kingdom. Its
references to sex and bodily functions
were thought to be obscene.
Aside from its Homeric organization and its street map of Dublin,
Ulysses is simply a day-in-the-life
story: Leopold Bloom spends June
16, 1904 doing rather ordinary things
and encountering rather unremarkable people. An objective description
of Bloom’s day would be tedious.
The reality of events such as going to
a drug store, eating lunch or engaging in inane chatter on a street corner
would hardly be worth writing about.
But this is hardly “the whole truth” of
Bloom’s day.
If anything worthwhile has ever
come from a contest over whether
a book is obscene, the federal court
in New York’s decision in favor of
Random House’s efforts to bring
Ulysses into the United States did
just that. The 1933 decision of United
States District Judge John M. Woolsey
was not only a sorely needed correction of the state of American law
concerning censorship but also a
book review of Ulysses of such eloquence that it is included in some
American editions. Judge Woolsey,
a great admirer of serious literature
who read Ulysses, reread selected passages numerous times, and consulted
with anonymous experts concerning
it, confronted the matter of truth in
fiction head-on: “If Joyce did not
attempt to be honest in developing
[his] technique... the result would be
psychologically misleading and thus

unfaithful to his chosen technique.
Such an attitude would be artistically
inexcusable. It is because Joyce has
been loyal to his technique and ... has
honestly attempted to tell fully what
his characters think about, that he has
been the subject of so many attacks.
...” U.S. v. One Book Called “Ulysses”, 5
F.Supp. 182, 183 (S.D. N.Y. 1933).
The decision in Ulysses was an
unmitigated victory for “the whole
truth” to which many modern fiction writers aspire. The censors had
focused, seriatim, on passages in the
book they considered to be “dirt for
dirt’s sake.” Id. at 184 But Judge
Woolsey would not play the game
of deconstructing truth. “Each word
of the book,” he found, “contributes
like a bit of mosaic to the detail of
the picture which Joyce is seeking to
construct.” Id. For those who do not
accept the lack of generosity some
modern lawyers afford the concept
of truth, Judge Woolsey’s decision in
Ulysses offers hope for a richer understanding.
Law and fiction depend on the pursuit of truth, but in different ways and
for different purposes. Writers of fiction are not tethered to reality as are
lawyers, but they bear fiction’s solitary burden of subjective truthfulness.
Lawyers do not enjoy fiction writers’
freedom to explore truth subjectively,
but they are relieved by the legal process from sole responsibility for objective truth. I suppose it is fair to say
that truth is not easy for practitioners
of either craft. Perhaps lawyers read
fiction precisely because its writers are
liberated and constrained in ways that
differ from those we confront.
Mr. Kramon is Of Counsel to the Baltimore
law firm Kramon & Graham, P.A. He may
be reached at jkramon@kg-law.com.
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Fictitious Jurisdictional Obstacles to Implied Contract
Claims in Federal Court
Contracts with the United States government present unique challenges
and these challenges can arise as early
as during the bidding process. The
U.S. Court of Federal Claims (COFC)
is one forum in which a disappointed
bidder can request relief, where the
Government waives sovereign immunity for claims based upon any express
or implied contract. 28 U.S.C. § 1491.
In addition, the COFC has exclusive
jurisdiction to award monetary damages over $10,000. 28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)
(1), 28 U.S.C. § 1346(a)(2).
Historically, the COFC recognized
that the federal agency issuing a
bid invitation and in turn receiving a responsive proposal created an
implied contract to consider bids fairly and honestly. Based on the implied
contract a disappointed bidder could
seek recovery of bid preparation and
proposal costs. Keco Industries, Inc.
v. United States, 492 F.2d 1200, 1203
(Ct. Cl. 1974); Scanwell Lab., Inc. v.
Shaffer, 424 F.2d 859 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
Now, despite a split in the COFC as
to whether its jurisdiction based on
the implied contract theory survives
the 1996 Administrative Dispute
Resolution Act (“ADRA”), plaintiffs
understandably continue to assert
this claim. Besides crossing their fingers and hoping their case is assigned
to a judge who still recognizes the
implied contract claim and resolves
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the substantive issues of the case,
plaintiffs have good reasons to assert
that their implied contract claim for
lost bid preparation and proposal
costs should not be dismissed for lack
of jurisdiction.

The Implied Contract Claim
28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1) states the COFC
has jurisdiction to render judgment
upon any claim founded upon “any
express or implied contract with the
United States, or for liquidated or
unliquidated damages in cases not
sounding in tort.” Because Section
1491(a)(1) is a jurisdictional statute
and does not confer any substantive rights, the plaintiff must plead
an independent contractual relationship. Fisher v. United States, 402
F.3d 1167, 1172 (Fed. Cir. 2005). To
assert an implied contract to review
bids fairly and honestly, the plaintiff
should avoid tort language because
the COFC has no jurisdiction over
cases “sounding in tort” and under
the Federal Tort Claims Act the
Government retains its immunity in
cases based on “misrepresentation,
deceit, [and] interference with contract rights.” 28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1);
28 U.S.C. § 2680(h). The plaintiff must
allege sufficient improper behavior
on the part of the contracting officer
which results in the arbitrary and

capricious rejection of the bid and
the bidder incurring pointless bid
preparation and proposal costs. See
supra Keco Industries, 492 F.2d at 120304. The plaintiff’s burden of proof is
high as the contracting officer has
broad discretion to determine what
is acceptable. Id. The plaintiff must
show there is no reasonable basis
upon which to reject the plaintiff’s
proposal and its bid was responsive
and free of defects. Id. Proving violation of relevant statutes or regulations
can be helpful, but not necessary to
establishing arbitrary and capricious
behavior. Id.
The COFC reviews bid protests
pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act (APA) standards by
determining whether the contracting
officer acted arbitrarily and capriciously and without a rational basis
or by finding the procedure in violation of laws and regulations. The
COFC however does not have jurisdiction under the APA. Hernandez
v. United States, 38 Fed. Cl. 532, 537
(Fed. Cl. 1997). More importantly,
the APA does not allow for monetary
damages as it only “waives sovereign
immunity to allow a person who is
legally wronged by an agency action
within the meaning of a relevant statute, to obtain judicial review of that
section when money damages are not
involved.” Id. (citing 5 U.S.C. § 702).

This article focuses on non-procurement situations, as in situations
other than procurement of goods and
services, where the plaintiff seeks
to recover only bid preparation and
proposal costs. The plaintiff however
may seek additional equitable relief
such as an injunction or an order
to compel an award. Furthermore,
while unavailable for non-procurement cases, the plaintiff in a procurement case should determine whether
it is appropriate to pursue the claim
in the U.S. General Government
Accountability Office.

Background of the
Disagreement
The COFC unanimously agrees it
has jurisdiction to award monetary
and equitable damages for procurement contracts pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §
1491(b), but it is not in agreement that
28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1) gives it additional jurisdiction to review implied
contract claims in non-procurement
cases. In order to understand the disagreement, review of the history of the
two sections is necessary.
Before 1982, the COFC had jurisdiction to review claims for monetary damages based on the implied
contract to consider bids fairly and
honestly. Because the COFC did
not have jurisdiction over equitable claims at the time, these claims
were filed in the U.S. district courts
under the APA. The Federal Courts
Improvement Act of 1982 granted the
COFC jurisdiction over pre-award
bid protests seeking equitable relief,
but post-award cases still had to be
reviewed in the U.S. district courts.
Impresa Construzioni Geom. Domenico
Garufi v. United States, 238 F.3d 1324,
1331-32 (Fed. Cir. 2001). The COFC

still maintained its ability to award
monetary damages.
Acknowledging that separating
pre-award and post-award claims was
illogical, the legislature consolidated
jurisdiction over all bid protest cases
in the COFC to encourage consistent
application of the law and decrease
forum shopping. Consequently, the
1996 ADRA gave the COFC equitable
jurisdiction in both pre and post contract award cases. Id. Where 28 U.S.C.
§ 1491(a)(3) stated the COFC had jurisdiction “to afford complete relief on
any contract claim brought before the
contract is awarded,” Section 1491 (b)
(1) replaced Section 1491(a)(3) and
now states both the COFC and the
U.S. district courts have jurisdiction
over objections to “a solicitation by a
Federal agency for bids or proposals
for a proposed contract or to a proposed award or the award of a contract or any alleged violation of statute
or regulation in connection with a
procurement or proposed procurement….” Unlike the COFC, the U.S.
district courts’ jurisdiction over monetary awards is restricted to $10,000 or
less. 28 U.S.C. § 1346(a)(2).
The 1996 amendments did not
change 28 U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1). It continues to state, as it did before the
1996 amendments, that COFC has
“jurisdiction to render judgment upon
any claim against the U.S. founded
upon the Constitution, or any Act
of Congress or any regulation of an
executive department, or upon any
express or implied contract with the
United States, or for liquidated or
unliquidated damages in cases not
sounding in tort.” Section 1491(a)
(1), as it was before the 1996 amendments, continues to be the jurisdictional statute used in concert with
the implied contract claim to allow

disappointed bidders to recover bid
preparation and proposal costs.

The Disagreement
Part of the COFC bench interprets the
1996 ADRA to mean that Congress
intended all bid protest claims to be
brought solely under Section 1491(b).
They interpret the 1996 changes
to mean that the implied contract
theory is unnecessary since Section
1491(b) expands COFC’s jurisdiction
to post-award bid protests requesting
equitable relief and Section 1491(b)
encompasses all claims that could
have been brought under the former
statute. Information Sciences Corp. v.
United States, 85 Fed. Cl. 195, 204-06
(Fed. Cl. 2008). The other part of the
COFC bench reasoned that because
Section 1491(a)(1) is unchanged and
the amendments did not prohibit the
implied contract claim, it survives.
These members hold the long standing view that issuance of a solicitation which generates responsive
offers gives rise to the obligation to
review all bids fairly and honestly.
Therefore, amendments to Section
1491(b) in no way eliminate a plaintiff’s ability to challenge arbitrary
and capricious conduct under the
implied contract theory. L-3 Commc’ns
Intergrated Sys., L.P. v. United States,
79 Fed. Cl, 453, 461-62 (Fed. Cl. 2007);
see also FFTF Restoration Co., LLC v.
United States, 86 Fed. Cl. 226, 240-44
(Fed. Cl. 2009). Unfortunately, the
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit has not directly ruled on
this issue. See supra Impresa, 238
F.3d at 1332 n.6; but see Rothe
Development Corp. v. United States
Department of Defense, 262 F.3d 1306,
1316 (Fed. Cir. 2001).
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Implied Contract Claims
Should Not be Dismissed
For Lack of Jurisdiction
One purported justification for rejecting implied contracts is continuing
to recognize them would require
COFC to review bid protest cases
under different standards. The “fairly
and honestly considered” standard
would apply to implied contracts
and the APA standard of arbitrary
and capricious and abuse of discretion would apply to other bid protest
cases. Directly contrary to this assertion is the fact that as early as 1974,
Keco Industries v. United States held
the ultimate standard to determine
whether the Government breached
the implied contract to fairly and honestly consider a bid was whether the
Government’s conduct was arbitrary
and capricious. 492 F.2d 1200, 1203-04
(Ct. Cl. 1974), compare with CCL Service
Corp. v. United States, 43 Fed. Cl. 680,
688 (Fed Cl. 1999).
The other argument against the
implied contract, that it is no longer necessary due to the language of
Section 1491(b), is without basis for
two reasons. First, one cannot ignore
the plain language of Section 1491(a)
(1) which states the COFC has “jurisdiction to render judgment upon
any claim against the U.S. founded
upon the Constitution, or any Act of
Congress or any regulation of an executive department, or upon any express
or implied contract with the United
State ….” Further, the focus of the
1996 amendments and the reason for
adding Section 1491(b) was to give
the COFC jurisdiction over bid protest
cases for equitable relief, not to change
or remove any historical jurisdiction
over claims for monetary damages.
Lion Raisins Inc. v. United States, 52 Fed.
Cl. 115, 120 (Fed. Cl. 2002) (stating that
although the implied contract theory
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was unnecessary, the plain language
of Section 1491(a)(1) still confers upon
COFC jurisdiction over bid protests
brought as implied contracts). Second,
Section 1491(a)(1) covers “any implied
and express contracts” while Section
1491(b) is limited to “procurement”
or the purchase of goods, services and
property. The implied contract claim is
crucial for non-procurement contracts
such as sale of land and property interests by the Government, which were
not excluded before 1996. See Prineville
Sawmill Co. v. United States, 859 F.2d 905,
909 (Fed. Cir. 1988). If Section 1491(a)
(1) is rendered meaningless, then nonprocurement cases would be filed in
the U.S. district courts where monetary damages are limited to $10,000.
Certainly Bid preparation and proposal costs often are more than $10,000,
due to the nature of some requests for
proposals; therefore, limiting recovery
to only $10,000 without clear legislative
language is unwarranted.

Conclusion
Given the background and history of
Section 1491(a)(1), the COFC at least
has jurisdiction over non-procurement
cases involving breach of an implied
contract and monetary damages for
bid preparation and proposal costs, if
not the ability to grant both monetary
and equitable relief in non-procurement cases. The COFC recognized
implied contract claims specifically
to protect the public from arbitrary
and capricious government action and
to ensure that those actions do not
cause bidders to incur needlessly bid
preparation and proposal expenses.
Heyer Products Co. v. United States,
140 F. Supp. 409, 412-13 (Ct. Cl. 1956).
To accept the elimination of implied
contract claims is directly contrary
to the clear language of the law and

the intent of the 1996 amendments
to expand the COFC’s jurisdiction.
Instead of dismissing implied contract
claims for lack of jurisdiction based on
weak justifications, the COFC should
continue to honor its duty to review
arbitrary and capricious government
actions in “any express or implied
contract” with the United States. 28
U.S.C. § 1491(a)(1).
When this article went to press, the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit held in a March 1, 2010 opinion
that COFC’s jurisdiction over implied
contract survives pursuant to Section
1491(a)(1). Resource Conservation
Group, LLC. v. United States, _ F.3d _ ,
2010 WL 681363 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
By Zhen Zhang
Ms Zhang is a fellow at the Institute for
Energy and Environment at Vermont
Law School.
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Propriety of Potential Firm Names for IP Attorney
You advise that you are a licensed
attorney in Maryland and the District
of Columbia, and are a licensed patent attorney before the US Patent and
Trademark Office. You state that you
“practice as an intellectual property
attorney, providing patent and other
intellectual property services—such
as trade secrets, licensing, copyright
and trademark.” You further state that
you employ patent agents and patent
engineers in your practice.
You provided five potential firm
names and requested the Committee
review and advise you on their
acceptability:

MRPC 7.1(a) provides:
A lawyer shall not make a false or
misleading communication about the
lawyer or the lawyer’s services. A communication is false or misleading if it:
contains a material misrepresentation
of fact or law, or omits a fact necessary
to make the statement considered as a
whole not materially misleading.
MRPC 7.2 (d) provides:
Any communication made pursuant
to this Rule shall include the name of
at least one lawyer responsible for its
content.

X Intellectual Property Law, P.C.
X Intellectual Property Services, P.C.
X Patent Law, P.C.
X Patent Services, P.C.
X Intellectual Property Law Offices, P.C.
X represents your last name.

MRPC 7.4 provides:
A lawyer may communicate the fact
that the lawyer does or does not practice in particular fields of law, subject
to the requirements of Rule 7.1. A lawyer shall not hold himself or herself
out publicly as a specialist.

In prior opinions, the Committee
has generally addressed the use of
firm names, including trade names, as
well as “specialty” and other designations purporting to limit an attorney’s
practice. See, 2004-15 (www.marylandadoption.us as a website address),
2004-10 (Consumer Legal Service,
P.C.), 2004-09 (USA Law, Inc.), 200021, 1992-52 (The Disability Specialists/
The Disability Firm), 1991-10 (last will
and testament writing service) 1981-16
(Family Law Service), 1981-23, 198010, 1979-29, and 1978-46. Those opinions are available at www.msba.org.
Your inquiry implicates several of
the Rules relating to provision of information about legal services, mainly
MRPC 7.1, 7.2, 7.4 and 7.5:

MRPC 7.5(a) provides:
A lawyer shall not use a firm name,
letterhead or other professional designation that violates Rule 7.1. A trade
name may be used by a lawyer in
private practice if it does not imply a
connection with a government agency
or with a public or charitable legal
services organization and is not otherwise in violation of Rule 7.1.
Pursuant to MRPC 7.5, you may use
a trade name as your firm name, and
because your last name is part of the
trade name, MRPC 7.2 is satisfied. While
MRPC 7.2 addresses advertising rather
than firm names, it is implicated by the
fact that your potential trade names
include descriptive terms, i.e. ‘intellectual property’ and ‘patent’. See, Petition

for Court’s Approval of Attorney’s Use of
Trade Name, 333 Md. 488, 491 (1994)(“we
also note that Petitioners’ generic trade
name does not include the name of
the attorney responsible for it”); Ethics
Docket 2004-10 (Maryland law firms are
generally required to include the name
of at least one lawyer responsible for the
firms’ conduct in its name”).
The trade name you ultimately
select, however, must not violate
MRPC 7.1, which is referenced in both
MRPC 7.4 and 7.5. Pursuant to the
Comment to MRPC 7.5, a “firm may
be designated by the names of all or
some of its members, ... or by a trade
name such as the ‘ABC Legal Clinic.’”
Moreover, use of a trade name “in law
practice is acceptable so long as it is
not misleading.” Accordingly, should
you select a trade name that includes a
description of your field(s) of practice,
the trade name selected must accurately inform the public as to which
field(s) of law you practice.
Your inquiry specifically states that
you practice in fields other than patent
law, and therefore, the potential firm
names implying that you are limiting
your practice to patent law may be
misleading and in violation of MRPC
7.1 and 7.5.
Our guidelines do not permit
the Committee to approve a trade
name or any advertising material.
However, the potential firm names
X Intellectual Property Law, P.C., X
Intellectual Property Services, P.C. and
X Intellectual Property Law Offices,
P.C. do not appear to be misleading as
they include your last name within the
trade name, and do not connote that
you are a specialist in the field. The
Committee cautions that you may run
the risk of having your trade name
challenged as misleading should you
decide to broaden your practice, or
practice in any field other than intellectual property.
The Ethics Committee
May 2010
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Stats and Suggestions
It may seem a little bit of extra work.
Recent grievances filed with the
Commission suggest two things. First,
for every check received by an attorney (check for a legal fee; a settlement check from an insurance company; from another party; etc.) should
be photocopied, front and back (if
endorsed by the attorney and/or client) and retained for at least ten years
despite the record keeping rule which
mandates keeping records for a shorter period of time. Banks keep records
for a shorter period of time but clients
who grieve to our office either have
poor memories and are influenced by
others that the attorney has cheated or
stolen funds.
Second, when a decision is to be
made by a client about their legal
matter it is a good idea not only to
have that confirmed in writing and
signed by the client AND if possible
have a witness also sign that written
confirmation. Too often a grievant will
complaint that their attorney’s action
was without their consent for one
not informed. The attorney counters
with “We discussed this on the phone
and the client agreed (to the settlement; to let me withdraw; to let me
dismiss his/her case). Now we have
the swearing contest and as discipline
counsel, assuming we do not submit
the difference to a peer review body or
ultimately to a court, we are accused
of either favoring a member of the bar,
part of the coverup, or “the fox watching the chicken coop.” So, the extra
precautions suggested will not only
70
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help you, but our office. So, thanks in
advance for your cooperation.
All disciplinary offices are requested each year to respond to a survey
by the American Bar Association. Not
all do and some do not respond to a
particular category. I will summerize
some of the highlights for 2008.
The annual dues. $540 in New
Hampshire for those admitted more
than five years. $482 in Oregon for
those admitted for a substantia number
of years with lesser amounts for those
admitted fewer years and includes the
mandatory malpractice coverage, the
only state mandating that all attorneys
have malpractice insurance. Alaska
$410. These three representing the
highest annual dues. Maryland, $140
the lowest.
There were 1,440,105 attorneys with
active licenses. The average number of
complaints received for all agencies was
2,150. Maryland with 33,400 attorneys
received 2,053 complaints. The average
number of complaints dismissed for
lack of jurisdiction was 1,226. Maryland
dismissed 1,647 for lack of jurisdiction.
The average number of complaints
investigated was 1,395 and 752 of
these were dismissed after investigation. Maryland investigated 759 and
414 were dismissed after investigation.
[For those of you who detect the statistics don’t match, the reason is that
there are complaints remaining from
a prior year or fiscal year which are
resolved in the reporting year.]
The average caseload for each attorney in the office of Bar Counsel was 38.

Compare this with the average caseload for discipline attorneys in NY 4th
Dept. 456; Florida 325; Louisiana 362;
Colorado, 118; Idaho, 340; Montana 494;
Mississippi, 200; Delaware, 107; Virginia
183; Rhode Island, 110, Tennessee,
470; Pennsylvania, 217.Wyoming, 146;
Wisconsin, 41; California and D.C. 80.
The average number of attorneys
charged after a probable cause was
determined was 95. In Maryland it
was 54.
The average number of days for a
summary dismissal was reported as
well as the average number of days to
complete an investigation. Maryland’s
numbers for these two categories were
among the fastest. Maryland was 20 and
120. Delaware 7-14 days & 60; Maine,
3-4 days & 3-4 months; California 49
& 147; Alaska 64 days & 494 days;
Minnesota 30 & 210; Nebraska 1-2 days
& 30-60 days; N.C. 63 & 253. Several
sates did not respond to this category.
Maryland had 67 attorneys publicly
sanctioned (i.e. disbarments, suspensions and reprimands). Some representative states were: California’s total
was 306; Arizona, 178; Illinois, 14; D.C.
119; N.J., 167; Mass., 107; Michigan,
140; Alaska, Montana & Hawaii, 6;
Delaware & North Dakota, 8; Virginia,
71; Rhode Island, 11; Wyoming, 2. (Do
you wish to move?).
Statistics can be interesting, boring,
useful and lack of usefulness. They
are there for those interested.
Melvin Hirshman
Bar Counsel.
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